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Signs warn of
theft in dorms
By Kristin Vasas
REPORTER

A bundle of newly displayed
8.5-by-l 1 inch signs are causing
quite the slit among residents
living in Offenhauer Towers.
The signs, bearing the message "Attention! Clothes Have
Been Stolen! Please stay with
your washers and dryers.1' were
hung in the Oftenhauer laundry
rooms sometime early last week.
AccordingloVanessa Elola. resident hall director ofOffenhauer
Towers, the signs were made
because of the increase in theft
on campus and in domis during
this time of year.
Nicholas Hennessy, director of
Residence life, agreed with the
need for warning signs.
"There is definitely an
increase in thefts closer to
finals week," he said. "Although
I'm sure that laundry is included in this, the main problems
are probably books and dorm
room equipment, such as computers and iPods."
But as the school year comes
to an end, most students feel
secure enough in their buildings to leave their dorm rooms
unlocked without worrying
about having valuables stolen.
Ashley I laidet, freshman and
resident of Offenhauer Towers,
says she feds safe enough in her
environment to leave the door

unlocked when she's gone for a
small period of time, but thinks
the new signs in the laundryroom are a good idea
"I've never met anyone who's
actually had something stolen
before," she said. "I think it's nice
that the directors watch out for
us like that though."
But Haidet doesn't think that
the signs arc going to be that
effective this close to the end of
the school year.
"By this time, a lot of us feel
safe enough to just leave our
laundry and come back when
it's finished," she said. "1 know 1
don't have the time to just sit in
there and watch it, and I'm sure a
lot of oilier people don't either."
But according to Elola, that
is just the problem. Students
become too trusting of one
another and think that "everyone is just like them, lust because
you wouldn't steal someone else's
possessions, doesn't mean that
one of your floormates wouldn't."
Elola said.
Elola also notes that it's
important to be aware of your
surroundings in order to prevent
theft, even if the environment
consists of a washing machine
and dryer.
"This is the time of year when
thefts definitely increase," Elola
said. "Students need to underTHEFT. PAGE 2

TRIAL BEGINS: Evidence is presented in the 26-year-old case of
Rev. Gerald Robinson, who is suspected of killing a nun belonging
to his church. Prosecutors are relying on this evidence; PAGE 9
PLANE CRASH IN INDIANA:
Two BGSU graduates were among
those killed when a plane on its
way to an orchestra performance
at Indiana University crashed in
foggy weather; PAGE 3

Colleen Redmond BGNwrt
COMING AROUND THE BEND: Six-year-old Brandon Pfeifer raced and finished second in the Future Falcon Race during the Grand Prix this weekend
His attraction to the sport comes from his dad, who races in Fremont, and his sister, who also participated in races that day.

Thrill of the Grand Prix
Drivers'wanted action and got action' at first University competition
By Meaghan Geraghty
R E PORTER

As wheels turned and carts
whizzed down "library lane,"
Aaron Bloomfield, University
graduate student, pulled ahead
to win the University's first Grand
prix racing event.
Bloomfield, gleaming with
energy as warm as the day's sun,
entertained the crowd with his
remarks after the race.
"We all wanted action — and
Itodayl we got action," exclaimed
Bloomfield. "Winning this race
just goes to show you that hard
work does pay off."
Bloomfield's win was very tight
against fellow competitor Kevin
Davis
"The whole race was very
tight because were all dicing it
out until the very end." explained
Bloomfield. "[Kevin] Davis was
creeping up on me up until the
very end."
Grand Prix festivities began

Platoon leaders give advice
through experiences in Iraq
Speakers talk about
future, cadets receive
awards at banquet
By Lisa Hah/erstadt
HEP0RTER

Two platoon leaders fresh out
of Iraq gave members of the
University's Army Reserve
Officers' Training Corps a vision
of their futures.
At the group's annual spring
awards banquet Friday, 1st Lts.
William Figueroa and Matt
Molinski, who both graduated
from BGSU in 2004, spoke to
current RCTC cadets about their
experiences overseas.
"Our real mission was to bring
everybody home," said Molinski,
whose deployments past include
Operation Iraqi Freedom,
Pakistan Canada Panama and
Rotations at IRTC
As the Perrysburg resident
showed the crowd of roughly 300

gathered in the Union Ballroom BGSU just as hard as they would
pictures from his time in Iraq, he fight in real combat situations.
emphasized the power of "the
"Every day in Iraq, I used
little things."
some very important lessons I
"Sometimes a sign of success learned from behind the field
is the smile on your soldier's house," he said, adding many
face," he told the cadets and their University ROTC cadets will
families. "Make these guys your soon be future leaders.
family; make these guys
After
the
your friends."
«"... / used
speeches, a toast
Figueroa had a simiand a drill team
lar message.
some very performance, the
"You have to deterreceived
important cadets
mine how you're going
more than 38
lessons I
awards and scholto measure success,"
he said.
arships.
learnedfrom
The University's
And
Figueroa,
behind the ROTC program
who currently lives in
Clarksville, Tenn., said field house." currently has 85
cadets should be carecadets.
ROTC members
ful not to make that suc- MATT MOLINSKI. FIRST
LIEUTENANT
cess simply personal.
also celebrated the
"At one point, it hit
contributions of
me that maybe I should just be two Vietnam veterans — retired
worried about bringing these U. Thomas Mann who graduguys home," he said.
Molinski told cadets to train at
ROTC, PAGE 6

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

"££

early on Saturday as pit crews
opened at 8:30 a.m. and gates
officially opened at 10:30 a.m.
Competing in the Grand Prix's
main race were all University students, lead by Aaron Bloomfield
who finished first, Kevin Davis in
second, lames 1 lerchler in third,
|en Bradley in fourth, Jeff Miller
in fifth and Ben Fulton finishing
in sixth place.
As the qualifying races started,
Anthony Palumbo. adviser for the
BGSU Motor Sports Team and
announcer for Saturday's race,
described the difficulty and thrill
of racing.
"Ladies and gentleman, out
there its humans and machines
working one on one — it is the
feeling in the seat which pushes
these drivers," said Palumbo.
And what a feeling it was for the
sole female driver in Saturday's
main nice, lennifer Bradley.
RACE. PAGE 2

Happy birthday, now drink carefully
Wellness Connection
offers best wishes for
BGSU students' 21st

High:53'
Low: 34*

part of the program for the past
six or seven years," Hoffman
said. "The purpose is to raise
awareness among 21-year-olds,
to educate them about the risks

SYMPTOMS OF
ALCOHOL POISONING
■ Person is unconscious or
semi-conscious and cannot
be awakened
■ Cold, clammy, pale or bluish
skin.
■ Slow breathing (less than
eight times per minute)
or irregular breathing (ten
seconds or more between
breaths).
■ Vomiting while "sleeping" or
passed out. and not waking
up after vomiting.

of binge drinking."

By Johnny Payne
REPORTER

But by the time a great many
Don't bother shaking the enve- college students turn 21, they've
lope: that birthday card from the already received a different
Wellness Connection isn't going kind of alcohol education in a
more hands-on course.
to have any money in it.
This has prompted many
However, the card the
Wellness Connection sends to students to wonder just how
most University students does effective the birthday cards
contain a "Happy2lst Birthday" really are.
"It's a nice sentiment, but
greeting, a cheery illustration
of celebratory red balloons, and something like this little piece
a smaller card that outlines the of paper isn't going to change
dangers of excessive alcohol anyone's mind. By the time we
turn 21 we've reached a point
consumption.
According to
Barbara in our lives where we've already
Hoffman, the health promo- made these kinds of decisions,"
tion coordinator at the Wellness said third-year student Emily
Connection, the effort to wel- Resnik.
Hoffman did acknowledge
come every University student's
21st birthday with tidings of joy some students feel the missives
and reminders of responsibil- are inappropriate and ineffecity is in the best interest of the tual, but she also pointed out
these negative reactions often
card's recipient.
"It's something we've made a conflict with positive feedback

from others.
"We have received thank you
notes and e-mails." she said.
"Some students even said they
put the cards on their fridge."
lunior Amy Schlueter, who
turns 21 in Ink thought that
while many college students
don't drink, the cards will do
BIRTHDAY, PAGE 6

WEDNESDAY

Showers

Colleen Redmond BG News
PASSING ON THE INSIDE: Bill McCullough was racing for Dodge in the
Grand Prix. He has been volunteering as a rider for six years.

THURSDAY

Mostly
Cloudy

High: 63'
Low: 42*

FRIDAY

Sunny

High:61*
Low: 40'

Partly
Cloudy
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Racing a new sport for BG
RACE. FROM PAGE 1

A fan of racing all her life.
Bradley was at first weary
about entering in such an
event. However, she eventually changed her mind
with the encouragement of
Matt llodek. friend and chief
crewman for the Quantum
Racing Team.
"It has taken a lot of mental
preparation to become ready
for the race," said Bradley. "I
practically memorized the
entire track layout with every

bend and turn."
Although she finished in
fourth place due to a, failure
with a chain in her racing cart.
Bradley was pleased with the
results of the race and what
it means for the future of the
Grand Prix on campus.
When asked whether or not
she would he competing in
next year's race she replied,
"definitely, yes
Bradley also added that she
hoped more college students
would give racing a try.
"I would hope for more col-

lege students to get out and
go to a race to see what it is
all about. Although there
are technical, mechanical
and fundraising aspects to it,
everyone is more than willing
to help." explained Bradley.
Nearly missing on the
first plan1 pri/e. Kevin Davis
explained that he was pleased
with the event overall, as well
as the crowd turn-out. I le said
the day's events went smoothly, hut that there isaluaysroom
for future improvement.

Hamas, activists battle
By Ibrahim Barzak
THE ASsOC AtE D PRESS

C.A/A (TIY (iaza Strip—I )ozens
of llamas militants yesterday
rushed to the aid of a Cabinet
minister confronted by angry
gunmen, shirking a shootout
ih.ii wounded three people in the

latest explosion of infighting in
tin- Gaza Strip,
The incident showed how the
new Hamas-led government
is turning to its private army to
impose order as it battles the rival
littah movement for control of
Palestinian securitv tones

The power struggle has grown
increasingly contentious in recent
days since llamas announced
il uould fonn a security agency
headed by a militant wanted
by Israel. Palestinian President
HAMAS. PAGE 6
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salon / day spa

Stall
Tootie Russell I Stvlist'Color Specialist
Michael Stickles I Sylist/Color S,J
Sandy Porter I Svlist/Color Specialist
Dawn Gambill I Color Specialist
Jennifer Whitacre I Foot SNail Technician
Christie Anderson I License Massage Therapist
Services
Body

Delme & Create a NEW YOU!
Grand Opening Special Otters!
S10 oft spa pedicure & spa
manicure package
20% off any Half service
20% oft aii retail products

in the workplace. She would usually only come out to her coworkers if she knew that they are
going to be comfortable with it.
"It's not something I plan on
telling people, but when we talk
about life, that's when it comes
up," Monyak said.
She said that most of the time
people assume she is straight
and asks if she has a boyfriend, a
question she uses as a chance to
come i ni t
One problem with coming
out at the workplace is that you
become the "queer person at

Speakers tell how to
let co-workers know,
prevent stereotypes
By Laura Collins
REPORTER

As part of the Women's
Professional I )evelopnient Series.
the Women's Center hosted
"Out |or Noll in the Workplace,"
a panel discussion about issues
racing LGBTQ employees.
Amanda Monyak. sophomore,
said she defines herself as queer,
bin doesn't always make it known

charges reported in 2005. Since
lanuary 2006. there have only
been 87 theft charges brought to
campus police.
But FJola says that these numbers may be misrepresentations of
Uic actual theft numbers.
"A lot of people will not report
something stolen from them to
the police if they think the item
is not important enough, such as
laundry. We probably don't have
an accurate theft record because
students don't report petty thefts."
she said.
Even if theft is more rampant on
campus than believed, there are

stand that just because they are
comfortable with their neighbors
and floontiates, that doesn't mean
they can just walk away from their
laundry and rooms and expect
something not to be taken from
them."
Although it may seem as though
theft rates on campus are rising
drastically due to all the aggressive
action taken by the University, the
numbers are actually dropping.
According to the BGSII
Department of Public Safety, there
were 210 grand and petty theft

still ways to protect valuables.
"Be alert," FJola said. "lock your
rooms whenever you're not there,
even if your just going down the
hall for a few minutes to visit a
friend. Be aware of others in your
community. If you see someone
walking down the hallway with
what looks like your friend's laptop, don't be afraid to approach
them and check it out
"You never know when someone will strike." site added. "If some
of these measures aren't taken,
especially in the next few weeks,
the next time you walk in your
room, everything could be gone."

— NITROGEN FOR YOUR TIRES -
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work," Monyak said.
"After 1 came out people would
say, 'How was your weekend, did
you go to any gay bars?'" Monyak
said. "But I'm not just Amanda,
the queer woman."
Rob Salem, clinical professor at
University of Toledo law School,
also shared his experiences. Asa
lawyer, he started taking LGBTQ
clients because he was pan of
the community and there was a
need for it.
"I felt it would be a really great

Students not reporting all thefts
THEFT, FROM PAGE 1
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NOW HIRING!!!

206 Bowen - Thompson

Management positions available

Student Union Theatre
9:30PM
Presented by UAO
http://www.bgsu.edu/offices/uao or call (419) 372-2486

Apartments
2 bedroom townhouses

0 $0 hr per week Student Manager positions.
0 40 hr per week Shift Manager positions.
0 Salaried Career positions.
Good Work Experience - Resume Builder
Potential Internship
Call for an interview: 1-888-287-3560.
or Email your resume to: deblisk@pertoria.com
www.pertona.com

2 Bedroom Deluxe Apartments
710 and 730 Scott Hamilton
from only

$600 su/

Spacious, newly remodeled units!

Bring in this coupon and SAVE!

$1000 DISCOUNT'i

^^

I On rent for 12 month leases starting I

Summer 2006
listed below at Campbell Hill Apts.

#113,118,123
Expires 4/2MH

l.

i

GREEN BRIAR, INC.
445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH
(4191352-0717
www.greenbriarrentals.com

Houses for Rent:
122 'A Frazee Ave.
247 S. Summit
702 6th St.
704 6th St.

2 Bedroom Apartments
641 and 702 Third Slreel
839 Fourth Street

from only

$50©SU/

Heat, Water, & Sewer Included!

2 Efficiencies Available for $300 per month

Mid Am Management
641 Third Si. #4
352-4380
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YOUR GRANDMA REALLY MIGHT MAKE YOU FAT
BOSTON (U-Wire) — A group of scientists from
Boston University have found a link between a new
genetic variant and obesity affecting 10 percent of
the American population. This new genetic variance
"increases the risk of obesity by 22 percent," genetics
and genomics professor Alan Herbert said.

get a

life

calendar of events
10 a.m. -1 p.m.
Football Ticket Sales for the Sept.
2 BGSU-Wisconsin game
Union Lobby
10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Vector Marketing Recruiting
Sponsored by the Career Center
Union Lobby
10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Beyond BG Info Table
Sponsored by Student Alumni
Connection
Union Lobby
11 a.m.-3 p.m.
Believe in BG Senior Gift
Campaign Info Table
Sponsored by the Alumni
Association
Union Lobby
11 a.m. - 4 |i in
Photoshoot Sign-up and Raffle
Sponsored by Reign Fashion and
Beauty Magazine
Union Lobby
Noon -1 p.m.
Gender, Marital Life Course &
Cardiovascular Health
Center for Family & Demographic
Research Speaker Series
Dr. Zhenmei Zhang will discuss her research on "Gender,
the Marital life Course, and
Cardiovascular Morbidity in late
Midlife."
208 Union

Two BGSU grads die in Indiana plane crash
hlonmingtnn alter a rehearsal for
a concert in Wist I afayette. about
90 miles north of the school.
l-cderal aviation officials have
moved tile wreckage from die
BLOOMINGTON, Incl. (AP) — crash site to an undisclosed airGarth EppleyandGeorginaloshi port, where they were laying out
had planned to join about 300 the parts of the airplane to look
other chorus members and an for information about the wreck,
orchestra yesterday to perform said 1(1 NUilinowski, an ail safe
Beethoven's Ninth Symphony ly investigator for the National
at Indiana University's Musical Transportation Safety Hoard.
Officials focused on the plane'-.
Arts Center.
Instead, the concert will be engine Saturday, he said. The
dedicated to them and three investigation also will look into
other graduate students from the the flight experience of loslii, who
university's school of music — was piloting the plane, and the
uiduding two who studied music foggy weather. Without a Cockpit
at BGSU — who died in a plane recorder and with no distress call
from the aircraft, the full investicrash late Thursday
As the investigation into the gation is expected to take a year
crash continued, family and or more.
Hie students killed in the crash
friends were planning tributes to
woe identified as foshi, J4. of
the students.
South
IUMid;l:.ppley.25.ol\V'abash;
"We're at die beginning of a long
process," said Gwyn Richards, Zachary Novak. 25, of Anderson;
dean of Ill's lacobs School of Robert Samels. 24, of Medina,
Music. "It's very, very difficult to Ohio; and Chris Carducci, 28, of
get your mind around die events Monroe. Mich.
Autopsies were completed
of this last day and around the
Saturday, although officials were
magnitude of tiie loss."
I lie Students were in a single- still awaiting the results of toxiengine Cessna that crashed in cology tests. All live died instant denscfogneardieMonrocCounly ry, the Monroe t mum coroners
Airport its they were returning to office said.

Samels, Carducci
were music majors as
undergraduates

OarronCummmgs AP Photo
THE SCENE: The wreckage of a plane crash that involved five Indiana University graduate students. Two of
the students. Robert Samels of Medina and Chris Carducci of Monroe (Mich), graduated from BGSU.

Meanwhile, several tributes .mbeing planned for the musicians
killed in the crash.
Yesterday's concert will feature
more than 300 singers. Richards
said, because many other students haw requested to lie a part
of tile tribute peril >rt nance.

Its B way to give memory to

our students." Richards said.

BG Nfeu ■>' staff contributed to
this story

ONLINE TRIBUTE
Indiana University has created a Web site memorializing the five students
killed in the crash:
http://music.indiana.edu/publicity/tragedy/2006-04-21/index.shtml

Kent State sorority members cited for giving racist award
By Carol Biliczky
Kill

Kent State University officials
have placed the Chi Omega
sorority on probation for giving
a "blackest member" award to a

white woman.
Noon - 3 p.m.
When You Move Out, Don't Throw
it Out
Residence Life will be recruiting
volunteers for the program
Union Lobby

CAMPUS

Ilie sorority will not be able
to hold social functions while
officials investigate the incident.
which occurred at a formal dinner-dance at the Student Center
Ballroom on Saturday.

The president of Chi Omega's
KSU chapter, marketing major
Marisa stroud. released a written statement to the media
apologizing for the award. She
declined to comment further or
answer questions.
OriAprfl 13. three sorority members met with black students and
KSU administrators for an hour,
according to Sasha Barker, president of Black United Students.
Parker said the Chi Omega

members mid the group that
the award — one of many
bestowed that night — was a
joke among friends, not a slap
at black students.
Parker said she could accept
thai explanation! noting that the
student who received the award
brought a black date to the event.
We don't believe they're racist.'site said. We just think its an
insensitivity issue."
Barker, who is studying maga-

zine journalism, said she was
"shocked thai something like
that happened.
"I thought it was blatantly stu

pidofthemtodothat"
The chapter COUld lace disciplinary action as a result of the
college administrations Investigation, which could take a couple
ill days.

Greg lame, dean of students
and ombudsman, said the
chapter could be suspended or

lose its charter.
\ spokeswoman for the
national (hi Omega sorority, which is headquartered in
Memphis, lenn.. said it is developing an "action plan" to prevent future incidents.
"The award was a poor decision by a few Individuals and was
not chapter sanctioned," spokeswoman lessica de Graffenreid
said. "We don't tolerate anything
like this.

Northern Arizona study
observes Uranium's effects
By J.P. Leider
U-WIRE

MINNEAPOLIS — Uranium, in
its many forms, might be best for
powering nuclear plants, shielding soldiers from harm's way
and busting enemy bunkers.
But in the scientific community, uranium is recognized as
a noteworthy element, not only
for its real world applications,
but also for its elemental properties — it is a weakly radioactive
heavy metal.
Military use of depleted uranium, a byproduct of enriching
natural uranium for munitions
or nuclear power, has been a
point of contention since its
first widespread use in the first
Gulf War, in which 320 tons
were used.
The effect of radioactive material on living cells is well-documented but, until recently, the

chemical properties of depleted
uranium and how it affects living cells was not delineated.
A study put out by a woman
originally from St. Paul proposes
to change all that.
Diane Stearns, a professor at
Northern Arizona University,
published a study that suggests the mechanism by which
depleted uranium affects mammalian cells.
Stearns said the study, which
was put out by Northern Arizona
University's Native American
Cancer Research Partnership,
came out of interest expressed
by American Indian tribes.
In the 1940s and 1930s, when
uranium mining began in
the Southwest, miners, many
of whom were Navajo, were
exposed to uranium and its carcinogenic daughter products
such as radon.

Before You
Sign A Lease
Did you ever consider thai when you sign a lease you may be responsible for youi roommates?
[f they do nol pa) you have to! It they cause damage you could be held responsible. It your
roommate does not pay their rent you could he evicted!
Not at The Enclave Apartments. We offer individual leasing by the bedspace, You are only
responsible for your rental installment It' your roommate decides to slop we lake the loss noi you!
DON'T HAVE ROOMMATES? No problem. We offer a roommate matching program!
Call today to find out more! Enjoy our resorl style atmosphere and amenities without the resort
style 1
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Take responsibility for petty crimes
Statistics show that a large
number of car accidents happen within a one-mile radius of
the driver's home — because the
driver is so comfortable with the
scenery that he or she fails to pay
wry close attention to the road.
With two weeks left in the
semester we've all gotten more
comfortable in our surroundings
since August.
Freshman have gone from having only a few friends on campus
to now having many friends who
act as family when they're away

YOU DECIDE
Do you think people's carelessness contributes to crimes on
campus? Send an e-mail to
thenews@bgnews.com and tell
us what you think, or post feedback on our Web site.

at school.
Moor mates who were once
unsure of each other have
grown comfortable as they've
passed each other many times

in the hall and been forced to
share a bathroom.
In a sense, we've all become
more comfortable in our surroundings and we've learned
what wre can get away with.
Some of us have learned how
to avoid our course reading but
still appear knowledgeable about
it in class and some have learned
the best places to go during a fire
alarm in the dorms.
A small but noticeable group
of students has learned how to
get away with stealing — par-

BORDER UVMPERS
.

.

ticularly in the Olferihauer
dorms. This has caused more
than a minor annoyance.
Without taking blame away
from the thefts, the victims are
partially to blame for actions that
make them vulnerable to these
petty crimes.
When |H"oplf are comfortable
in their surroundings they leave
the doors to their donn rooms
open when they shouldn't, they
leave their textbooks in common
areas when they make a quick
stop at the l>athroom and they

DALE DEL0NG
SOPHOMORE, IPC

"/ don't litter."

Clean up for future generations
dicn put your hand down. Not
that there's anything wrong with
it at all, but we're looking for individual acts, not group ones.
Opinion Columnist
Okay, I think I can count the
number of hands still up on my
Last Tuesday, 1 stopped over fingers and toes That's not a
by East 1 la 11 to pluck a Best good tiling.
For those of you who still have
Buy bag and the wrapper
of someone's Cam'ron CD out of your hands up, great to hear
you're involved. For everyone else,
a tree. That bag was only one of
it should be a sign Americans
many around campus and only
aren't doing enough to try and
one small part of the litter probprotect our environment.
lem on campus.
I'm not the first person to sugIt felt pretty good to do somegest this, I realize that. But at a
thing like that.
time where the Eattli is getting
Campus looks nice because
wanner than it has ever been, it
people come by and dean camseems that's where our focus
pus up every couple of days, but
should be.
that's not how it works in the
The words "global warming"
world. You're going to have to
seem to be everywhere, from
clean up your own messes, so
. newspapers to the big screen
why not start now?
once the film "An Inconvenient
That's what the generation
Truth" opens. The documenbefore ours thought, and look
tary, which centers around
when? things arc now.
former Vice President Al Gore's
Where will the next generation
fight against global warming,
be? Probably swimming through
might open some eyes to this
what's left of New York City after
issue's extent.
the ice caps melted.
Putting all our efforts on curbSo let's test this generation.
ing global warming isn't enough
Don't worry, you don't need a
to improve the Earth's environNo. 2 pencil and there's no short
ment, though. There are many
essay at the end.
more environmental issues,
If you knew that Saturday was
including pollution, deforestaEarth Day, raise your hand.
tion, urban sprawl, over-fishing
(KXKI, quite a few of you seem
and the growing number of
to have remembered that. I'm
endangered s|Hiies.
happy so many people know
The best way to fight back,
when Earth Day is.
though, is to do small tilings,
Now keep your hand raised if
such as picking up trash or
you've done something recently
walking somewhere rather than
to help clean up the Earth. Even
driving. These small actions are
if it's as small as picking up some
a good place to start from, even
trash you found or making sure
though it might not seem like
you recycle.
much at first.
Hmm, looks like not quite as
ITiink of it as the sum being
many hands are up. That's a little
greater than the parts. If enough
bit concerning.
people do one small tiling to betFinally, if whatever you did
ter the environment, it becomes
recently to help clean up the
Earth was an organization's event, something with a much larger
impact.
like a fraternity, sorority or club,

Brent Blackwclder, president
of the group Friends of the Earth,
spoke last Wednesday on campus I lis speech focused on fighting back against apathy towards
the environment and Earth,
namely by doing small things.
"Purchases in energy, transportation and food send a
decisive signal to the market,"
Blackwclder said. "Put these in
action at tile local, state and federal level."
By making diese very small
changes, such as buying cars
with better fuel mileage or using
public transportation, companies will notice. After all, profits
and losses speak louder to them
than any single voice.
Some companies, like General
Motors, even seem to be jumping ahead of the curve. Their
"Live Green. Go Yellow" campaign
ini hides building cars that run
off E85 ethanol, a fuel that is 85
percent ethanol and only 15 percent gasoline.
Brazil gets 40 percent of their
fuel from sugar cane ethanol,
and as of this year, is energy
self-sufficient. Isn't that what
President Bush says he wants
America to be?
In addition, Blackwelder
encouraged people to start asking questions of political candidates at every level — local,
slate and federal — to get
something done.
"Call them on it. I think that's
what needs to be done," he said.
Do little things to make the
environment better and raise the
issue of saving the environment.
It's as easy as that.
It is something we all need to
remember and act on. The result
of a cleaner environment and
better Earth is worth the effort.

for our misfortune, we've got to
take responsibility for our actions
and do everything in our power
to make it difficult for people to
commit petty crimes.
As great as it is to feel comfortable when you're far away
from home, we take greater risks
when we are comfortable in our
surroundings and don't think
through the decisions we make.
Letting your guard down can
help you make friends, but don't
let it affect your personal safety
and the possessions you value.

PEOPLE China has future
ONTHE STREET as a superpower
What steps have you
taken to be environmentally friendly?

BRIAN
SZABELSKI

leave their cell phones and iPods
out in the open.
Any police officer will tell you
the odds of getting these possessions back are slim to none.
These actions make you and
your things vulnerable, but the
more accessible your things are
to other people, the more likely
someone is to steal diem.
Also when you leave your
things laying around, someone
who might not otherwise steal,
might be tempted to take them.
As easy as it is to blame others

BECCA MEND0ZA
SOPHOMORE,
PRE-PHARMACY

"/ recycle."

BRANDON GLENN
WILLIAMS III
FRESHMAN, IPC

"1 recycle on
occasion."

NICK RAINEY

JUNIOR, COMMUNICATION
"Reduce littering!'

Send comments to Brian at
bszaliel0bgsu.edu.

Who visited the U.S. last
week? I lu visited the
JON
U.S. last week. That's
BOSSCHER
right. China's President I lu
Opinion Columnist
lintao stopped in the States to
meet with President Bush on
Tuesday for what was termed
holding members in a Nazi-style
an 'official visit' rather than the
concentration camp and harmore formal state visit.
vesting organs from the prisonInstead of dinner with the
ers. President Bush personally
president, I lu will have lunch
apologized for the incident and
with him and in the Blair House,
the woman is being charged
the president's official guest
with causing a public disturlodging, there will be no mints
bance and intimidating a foreign
on tile pillows. The reason
official. The interruption was
for this reaction is that it is a
censored from Chinese televiresponse to China's ongoing and
sion. It's bad enough that the
flagrant human rights violations.
Chinese suppress free speech in
Hu's rebuttal: A government
their own countrybutnowwe
responsible for Abu Ghraib has
apparently have to do the same
DO business criticizing anyone's
when they visit. '
human rights record.
I lowever. our government offiChina's economy has been
cials are not the only ones capitgrowing at the breakneck pace
ulating to China's autocratic tenof about 10 percent every year
dencies. Google recently agreed
and economists predict that
to censor itself by restricting
its gross domestic product will
access to VNfeb sites the regime
eclipse that of the United States
finds offensive in exchange for
by 2045. Additionally, the United
access to its huge market.
States harbors a massive trade
The company argues it can
deficit with China. To relieve
play a more useful role in China
this deficit, primarily the result
by participating than by boycotof imports, China is recycling its
ting it, saying that "while removexport earnings by purchasing
ing search results is inconsistent
U.S. Treasury bonds. The effects
with Google's mission, providof this policy are three-fold: it
ing no information.. .is more
keeps U.S. interest rates low,
inconsistent with our mission."
maintains American consumer
Julian Pain, Internet spokesman
spending and sustains the U.S.
for the group Reporters Without
budget deficit — in effect, helpBorders, said Google's decision
ing to finance the war in Iraq.
to "collaborate" with the Chinese
Most alarming however, is not
government was "a real shame."
China's rapid economic growth,
Last year, Yahoo was accused
but the current regime's determi- of supplying data to China that
nation to preserve the social stawas used as evidence to jail a
tus quo in China while simultaChinese journalist for 10 years.
neously liberalizing the economy.
Great change is coming to
Despite increasing wealth in the
China. While the government
world's most populous nation,
emphasizes the preservation
instances of civil unrest have
of social stability above all else
steadily increased.
this only belies their fear of the
According to the Chinese
inevitable overturning of the
Communist Party's own stastatus quo.
tistics, there were over 58,000
The richer the Chinese get, the
major incidents of unrest in the
more intense the unrest and the
country last year alone. Nearly
demands for social reforms will
Jill are brutally put down by
become. However, the governgovernment police and soldiers
ment and businesses of the U.S.
as in the recent clash over an
have a great deal of leverage
imminent domain dispute in
with which to hurry this process
which 20 protesters were shot
along. The world's distrust of
and killed by police.
the United Slates has multiplied
During an elaborate welin recent years because of the
coming ceremony, President
seeming inconsistency between
Hu's remarks were interrupted
our stated goals and our actual
by a protester representing
policies.
practitioners of Falun Gong, a
Thus, relations with China
persecuted group residing in
offer a golden opportunity to
China's northeast province. She
prove that the expansion of freeyelled at President Bush, "Stop
dom, democracy and human
him from killing. Stop him from
rights really are at least a part of
persecuting the Falun Gong."
our not-so-benevolent agenda.
According to representatives
of the spiritual movement, the
Send comments tolon at
Chinese government has been
jbosscb0bgsu.edu.
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Sparks flying in Gaza City
HAMAS, FROM PAGE 2

Brandon Heiss BGNews

GETTING RECOGNITION: Sophomore ROTC cadet Casey Mathews
accepts the Society of the War of 1812 Award Saturday morning.

Looking to future

R3TC. FROM PAGE 1

atcd from the University in 1962
and Sgt. Maj. Walter Montenegro
who taught at BGSU from 1968 to
1972—In' inducting diem into the
BGSU Anny ROTC Hall of liame.
Sgt 1st Class Nathan Aguinaga,
who serves as a military training
officer at the University, said the
yearly event, planned by junior
ROTC members each spring,
helps build morale and leadership
among the cadets.
Lena Pernell, a sophomore
and recipient of the National
Sojourners Award, said she
enjoyed die banquet.
"The speakers were very
effective," she said. "They can

give our seniors real life experiences because they'll be going
to Iraq soon."
Kevin Hancock, a senior who
plans to be an infantry officer after
he graduates next month, said
r-'igueroa and Molinski's speeches
inspired him.
"The thing thai moved me the
most was their emphasis on caring for the soldiers," he said.
Hancock, who received the
American Legion General Military
Excellence Award, said it was
especially Interesting to hear their
speeches because he was a freshman when Figueroa and Molinski
attended die University.
"To have them come and speak
here was a great honor," he said.

Mahmoud Abbas of Fatah
vetoed the plan, leading to
clashes and protests.
The two sides agreed early
yesterday to work to end
the tensions, but the pledge
quickly degenerated into
new violence. Thousands of
Fatah activists joined antiHamas protests in the West
Bank, hours before the shootout at the Palestinian Health
Ministry in Gaza.
The shootout came a day
after Health Minister Bassem
Khalil Hamra AP Photo
Nairn, a top Hamas official,
said he was cutting S2 million SHOOT OUT: Palestinian policemen arrest a millitant at the
from the monthly health bud- Palestinian Health Ministry in Gaza City yesterday.
get to help alleviate a governnesses and Palestinian secu- peace talks with Israel, while
ment Financial crisis by halting rity officials said
llamas calls fa the destrucpayments for patients seekAfter a 45-minute stand- tion of the Jewish slate and is
ing treatment abroad. Gaza's off, masked llamas militants, listed as a terror organization
health care system is poor, and joined by Palestinian police, by the United Stales and the
Palestinians routinely travel to retook the building, arresting European Union.
Israel and other countries for gunmen. Nairn left surrounded
After Abbas tried to take contreatment.
by II) militants.
trol of all Palestinian security
Yesterday, a group of men,
The minister's reliance on forces, llamas responded last
some armed, burst into Nairn's Hamas gunmen — not the week with a plan to form its
office and demanded he Fatah-dnminated securit) ser- own shadow army made up of
authorize a medical-care trip vices
Illustrated the deep militants and headed by a top
for a relative, Health Ministry distrust between the sides
militant wanted by Israel
spokesman Khaled Radi said.
Abbas promptly vetoed
Abbas, a political moderNairn's bodyguards — ate has been trying to use his that plan, and Hamas' exiled
Hamas militants — called already considerable powers political chief, Khaled Mashaal,
for backup from their col- to marginalize llamas, which accused him of cooperating
leagues, and a brief shootout formed a Cabinet after winning wim Israel and the United States
wounded three people, wit- lamiarv elections. Abbas favors and "plotting against us."

Speakers discuss coming out
OUT, FROM PAGE 2

experience for my students
who like to believe they are tolerant, bul haven't tested themselves," Salem said,
As for his own personal coming out experience, he said was
different than he expected.
"When I look back on my
coming out, I can't believe I was
so nervous because it has been
nothing but positive," Salem
said.

He added that certain workplaces, such as higher education and law, are safer to come
out in, but it is harder to come
out in factory-type workplaces
lie also said that people still
can't come out in jobs dealing
wimcriildren because of stereotypes that go along with being

one of the teachers is gay
Regardless of where you
come out. it is legal In Ohio to
lire someone based on their
sexual orientation
"In Ohio is il legal to fire
someone and say, 'You're a
dyke and dial's why I want to
fire yon," Salem said

gay. Man Krueger, director <>i

I krwever, employers are not
allowed to ask about someones

the Women's Center, added
thai most likely it's because
the administration is worried
BDOUt parents complaining if

sexual orientation or marital
status.

Students doubt
cards will be
taken seriously
BIRTHDAY. FROM PAGE 1

little to persuade those who do.
"It s just expected that when
you mm 21, you ger trashed.
you throw a parly, or do a barcrawl," Schlueter said. "Kids
who plan on hitting the li.ns
aren't going to cancel their
plans because of this card. And
those who don't drink might
get offended because it's just
assumed that they drink."
The Wellness Connection gets
information concerning each
student's birthday and address
from the University, Hoffman
said, and they irv to make sure
no student turns 21 without getting a card.
"I was expecting one bet ause
all my friends had gotten one,'
Resniksaid. "Noneolnn friends
took it seriously because thej ic
so unpersonali/.ed. But then
again If the) were too personalized il'd just be creepy."
But what about the birthday boys and girls who don't
find a well-intentioned card
in the mail?
"They send those out? I
never got one," said senior
Kyle Gcbharl. "I would'vc
remembered getting one
What the hell?"

WHAT TO DO FOR
ALCOHOL POISONING

■ If a person has any of these
symptoms they may be suffering from acute alcohol
intoxication.
■ Call someone who can help,
like a staff member or paramedics.
■ Do not leave the person
alone. Turn them on their
side to prevent choking in
case of vomit
■ Remember, "better safe than
sorry" How can your friend
be angry with you caring for
them?

"Employers are not allowed

SUMMER LEASES NOW AVAILABLE!
GREENBRIAR, INC.

445 East Waster St. • 352-0717
www.Greenbriar Kentals.com

It's Like Winning
The Lottery.
Consolidating Your Student Loans
With Student Lending Works Can
Help You Save Thousands Of Dollars.

DebtShrinker

Budget Extender

Get an immediate
principal reduction of

Earn an interest
rate reduction of

6% 1.5%

that becomes permanent
after 36 consecutive
on-time payments.

that becomes permanent
after 36 consecutive
on-time payments.

Other terms and conditions may apply. Oui Lo

As the State of Ohio's designated nonprofit student lender, we have a lower cost
of funds which we pass along to you. But you can't save, if you don't act. Do it now.
Let Student Lending Works"" help square away your loans before graduation.

I

1-877-338-3328

www.StudentLendingWorks.org

with you providing yog with complete details

I

Student

LENDING WORKS
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CONTINUED VIOLENCE WORRIES LEADERS
BAGHDAD (AP) — Insurgents killed three American
soldiers yesterday and fired mortars near the Defense
Ministry in a spree of violence that killed at least 27 Iraqis
as politicians began work on fanning a new government.
A Sunni Arab party raised new allegations of sectarian
killings — an urgent issue the new leadership faces.

NfflON

Alumni speak out against suspensions
Former students
question president's
'rush to judgment'
By Samuel Spies
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

DURHAM. N.C. — Several
Duke University alumni
questioned the school's
president Saturday about
suspending two lacrosse
players charged with raping
a slripper al a team parly,
with one saying his Alma
mater is guilty of "a tremendous rush Ki judgment."
"It was convenient to throw

the lacrosse team overboard
along with their coach," said
Joe Baden, a 1970 Duke graduate from Raleigh.
linden was among about a
half dozen alumni to question
President Richard Brodhead
during a forum held as part of
a weekend of class reunions.

Duringatalk about the school's

strategic plan. Brodhead
stopped the program for a half
hour to specifically take ques
lions from the crowd of nearly
100 about the lacrosse team
and the rape allegations.
Duke has not confirmed
it suspended the two players

charged with rape, although
the university has said the
school's practice is to issue
an Interim suspension when
a student is charged with a
felony or when the student's
presence on the campus may
create an unsafe situation.
"We really asked ourselves,
on the matter of interim suspension, 'How do we do these
things? "' Brodhead told a

questioner. "The custom of
this place, I assure you it is
the custom of many places, on
indictment for a felony... dial's
the way to go with it and dial's
■hewav we did ii this time."

Sophomores
Readc
Seligmann, of I'ssex Hells. N.J..
and Collln Fin nerty, of Garden
City, N.V.. were charged this
past week with first-degree
rape, sexual assault and kidnapping. Authorities believe
iluy were two of the three
white men who a 27-year-old
black single mother says raped
her at a March 13 lacrosse
team party.
Bolh quickly posted a
s 1011,1)00 bond, and attorneys
for the two players and other
team members continue to

»l«i Brandon AP Photo

GETTING BACK TO NORMAL: New Orleans Mayor Ray Nagin leaves a
polling place on election day in New Orleans on Saturday.

DUKE,PAGE 7

New Orleans holds
post-Katrina election
Voter turnout low due
to scattered residents,
future still uncertain
By Michelle Roberts
THE ASSOCIATE0 PRESS

Worry about what
Really Matters.
\f
There's so many things to worry about
in college, why let housing be one of
them? See how our ammenities will
give you a peace of mind, letting
your spend less on apartment
costs, and more on school!
Sign a lease and receive a

$1OOO Signing Bonus!

\l W ORLEANS — The race to
guide New Orleans through
one of the biggest urban
reconstruction projects in
U.S. history — rebuilding after
I lurricane Katrina — was whittled to two familiar candidates:
Mayor Ray Nagin and l.t. Gov.
Mitch I .null icii
Nagin earned a comfortable
lead Saturday widi 38 percent
or 41,489 votes, but short of
the majority needed to secure
a second term as mayor without the May 20 runoff. liindrieu
had 29 percent, or 31,499 votes.
Nonprofit executive Ron I'orman
followed with 17 percent, or
18,734 votes, and the other 19
candidates trailed far behind.

experiment of modern-day
democracy that gave voters scattered by the hurricane a say in
the city's future.
Despite the high stakes
— the municipal leadership
will make key decisions about
where and what to rebuild in
a city where whole neighborhoods remain uninhabitable
— turnout was low, roughly a
third of those eligible.
Of the city's 297,000 registered voters, tens of thousands
are spread out across the United
Slates. More than 20.000 cast ballots early by mail, fax or at satellite voling stations around the
state, and thousands more made
Uieir way to 76 improvised polling stations. Some traveled by
bus or in car caravans from such
evacuee havens as Houston,
Dallas and Atlanta.
"U't me tell you somc'tiiing.
This is an important election,"

The election was a tricky

ELECTION, PAGE 7

DUPLEXES AVAILABLE
ALL DUPLEXES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES
712 Second. #A - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars. $670.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $670.00 Lease August 17, 2006 to
August 4, 2007
327 E. Evers. #A and #B - Duplex. 2BR each unit.
Limit 3 people . Limit 3 cars $690.00 per month
plus utilities. Lease May 13, 2006 to May 5, 2007.
232 Lehman - 3 BR duplex. Limit 3 people. Limit
3 cars. $620.00 per month plus utilities, deposit
$620.00. Lease August 17, 2006 to August 4,
2007.

House For Rent
614 Fourth St. - 3 BR. $840.00 per month,
deposit $840.00, Limit 3 people. Lease May 13,
2006 to May 5, 2007.
806 Scott Hamilton - 3BR, study room, 2 baths.
Has washer and dryer. Limit 3 people. $1,200.00.
Lease May 13, 2006 to May 5, 2007.

on alft3 and 4 bedroom units
in phase 2 only

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E. WOOSTER ST. (across from Taco Bell)

Hours: Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30, Saturday 8:30 to 4:30
www.johnnewloverealestate.com

Call for Details

Reduced Rates on 3 & 4 Bedrooms
Free Internet Private Bathrooms Guest Bathroom
Free Cable Washer/Dryer Huge Kitchen
Deck Fitness Room
2057 Napoleon Rd419-353-330G-www.copperbeechtownhomes.com

Graduate Student Housing
Historic Milliken Hotel
101 S. Main Street
• Renovated and Remodeled
• Efficiencies
• One Bedroom Apartments
• A/C, garbage disposals & parking
close to downtown
' on site laundry

Rent from $385/mo.
Hours:
M-F9am-5pm
Sat 9am-lpm

445 E. Wooslcr Si.
Bowling GlWn, OH 43402
419-352-0717

GailNMIAI. INC
m grwnbrurmHakoH
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Debate over discipline
DUKE, FROM PAGE 6

strongly proclaim their innocence. Meanwhile, District
Attorney Mike Nifong has said
he hopes to charge a third person .vhom he has yet to identify
with certainty.
The allegations,led Brodhead
to cancel the lacrosse season
and accept the resignation of
the team's coach. Baden wondered whether Brodhead would
havedonethesamcifmen'sbasketball coach Mike Krzyzewski
— who has won three national
titles and is considered among
the best in the game — was at
the center of the scandal.
"Would he have shut down
the basketball team if precisely
the same allegation was made
by precisely the same person?"
Baden asked. "I don't think they
would have."
Kent Bishop, who said he
lettered in lacrosse in 1960,
asked Brodhead about lifting
Seligmann's suspension, citing a timeline offered by the
defense team they have said
indicates the player did not
have enough time to participate in the 30-minute assault
described by the accuser before
leaving the party.

"I think that would simply
be Duke following the rule of
law and more importantly, supporting a student apparently,
or maybe obviously, falsely
accused," Bishop said.
Brodhead replied, "If these
students are guilty of what
they've been charged with,
they're guilty of something
abhorrent. If they're innocent
of what they've been charged
with, then it is abhorrent that
they should have been held
guilty for it in the press."
Seligmann and Finnerty are
apparently the second and
third members of the team
to be suspended from Duke.
-Earlier this month, the school
suspended sophomore Ryan
McFadyen. 19, of Mendham,
N.J., after authorities investigating the rape allegations
released a search warrant for
his dorm room that included a
vulgar and graphic e-mail sent
from his Duke account, which
Brodhead called "sickening
and repulsive."
Duke said federal law prohibits the school from discussing
individual students, but confirmed McFadyen's suspension
after he signed a waiver allowing the university to comment.

Race affects election
ELECTION, FROM PAGE 6

forward and loudly proclaim that
we in New Orleans will be one
people." he said. "We will sj>eak
with one voice and we will have
one future."

said Gerald Miller, a 61-year-old
stroke patient whose daughter
was pushing her in a wheelchair.
Race is a key factor in the
"We're going to straighten this
election. Less than half the
mess out."
After the results were tal- city's pre-Katrina population of
lied, Nagin took a jab at critics 455,000 have returned, and civil
rights activists note
who had discounted
Inal most of ,nose
because of his mis- "There have
.
scattered outside
steps during the
been tOO
the city are black.
Katrina crisis and for
an outspokenness many people Prior ,0 lhe storm'
some saw as divisive. ...i. - - _-• J ...
'he c''y was more
two-thirds
"There have been who said we than
too many people who
were dead, black; it has not had
a white mayor since
said we were dead,
too many 1978 when Moon
too many people who
Landrieu left office.
said we were way too people who
The Rev. lesse
divisive. There were
said
we
lackson has said
too many people
who said this city
were way he plans to chalthe election
should go in a differtoo
divisive. lenge
outcome in court
ent direction. But the
people have said they
There were regardless of the
arguing
like the direction,"
too many winner,
displaced voters
Nagin said.
Landrieu. flanked
people who were disenfranbecause they
by his father, Moon
said
this city chised
weren't allowed to
Landrieu. the last
white mayor of New should go in vote in polling placOrleans, said his
in such adopted
a different es
cities as Houston.
showing was testament to the unity the
direction." Dallas and Atlanta.
Of the ballots cast
ciiy needed after a
RAY NAGIN, MAYOR
prior to Saturday's
storm that put all of
election, about twoNew Orleans "literthirds were cast by black voters,
ally in the same boat."
"Today in this great American but analysts caution the numcity, African-American and bers may not reflect overall
white, Hispanic and Vietnamese, turnout. The racial breakdown
almost in equal measure, came of the full vote was not immediforward to propel this campaign ately released.
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Bush tours to support hydrogen fuel
President: nation
must start to use
more efficient cars
By Jennifer loven
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

W1.M SACRAMHYIT). Calif.
— President Bush had an liirth
Day message for drivers worried about soaring gasoline
prices: The nation must move
more quickly toward widespread use of hydrogen-powered cars.
Running vehicles on hydrogen fuel cells would help
reduce oil consumption, as the
technology does not require
gasoline, and lowers pollution,
as it emits only water. But the
technology is far from being
a reality in the marketplace
— the cells are prohibitively
expensive and require a new
distribution system to replace
today's gas stations
Bush is proposing to spend
additional federal research
dollars to help speed that process, but it still would be many
years off.
"I strongly believe hydrogen is
the fuel of the future. That's what
were talking about," he said. "It
has the potential, a vast potential
to dramatically cut our dependence on foreign oil. I rydrogen is
clean, hydrogen is domestically
produced and hydrogen is the
way of the future."
The president spoke on a
visit to the California Fuel Cell
Partnership, a collection of 31
organizations such as car makers,
government agencies and fuel

Ricti P«droncalli AP Photo
CLEANING UP CARS: President George W. Bush talks about reducing the country's dependence on oil after
touring the California Fuel Cell Partnership facility in West Sacramento, Calif., Saturday.

cell companiesthat promotes the
commercialization of hydrogen
fuel (ell vehicles.
Bush checked out several fuel
tt-ll vehicles and a hydrogen fueling station.
"Its important what we're
doing here because we got a real
problem when it conies to oil,"
he said.

Outside, a man was arrested
alter he dropped a knapsack with
wires and other metal components Into a crowd of some 1,500
people protesting Bush's visit.
Authorities later said it appeared
to be a "sophisticated hoax
device." The bomb squad blasted
the knapsack with a water can-

non, and found no explosives.
With gas prices on the rise just
months before crucial fall congressional elections, Bush can
do little but express sympathy
for families and businesses. The
energy plan he wants Congress
to pass, which would also boost
federal research into batteriis
for hybrid and electric cars and
renewable fuels does not Include
any measures Uiat would reduce
pump costs in the short term.
Trie average price of a gallon
of unleaded regular gasoline is
S2.855, according to AAAs daily
fuel gauge report, and has topped
S3 a gallon in pans of the country, including California and

Washington. D.C.
"I understand the folks here, as
wet :ts in other parts of the country are paying high gas prices,"
Bush said. "We're p/ ling to have a

tough summer."

In a rash of statements,
Democrats sought to capitalize on public anxiety about
gasoline costs, which is
dampening confidence in the
rebounding economy.
In die Democratic response to
Bush's weekly radio address, Sen.
Bill Nelson of Florida wanted of
"economic havoc" if a terrorist
attack sinks a super-tanker or a
hurricane shuts iltIUII oil refinei
its in the Gulf Coast.
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ENCLAVE

ENCORE

Phase II being built to answer high demand!

The Enclave Apartmt nu have Riled up so quickly the last two yean thai
they are building more apartments to keep up with the demand. The new
property will have all four bedroom, four bathroom apartment homes. Proteasing has been ongoing for I.ill "f 2006 for Ijoth communities. The new
communit) v^ ill l>e located directly behind the existing community at 906
KlotzRd.
The new propertj will boas) a resort style pool, twojacuzzis, one of which
will be open year round, three high pressure tanning domes, computer lab,
.i huge fitness i enter, .i twenty-four hour at tivities mom with Playstation, \Box and .i i on Brcplacc as well as a basketball court
Tin apartment homes will all be completer) furnished with a I«K screen
television, internet hookup in every bedroom as well as the living room to
hookup game systems, dishwasher, range, refrigerator, microwave, and liillsize washer and dryer.
Holly Reinhart communit) manager said, "I am really excited about the
community! We intend to treat the two communities as one large community
nine construction is complete which will mean double the amenities and
double the fun for our residents. The big K reen televisions and private hath
for each resident has been in high demand so we are happy to finally be able
to meet thai demand!"

To help maximize your living experience at The Knelave, the professional
management stall oiler-- a roommate matching program and 24-hour
maintenance. Utilities included with the apartment will be trash. Internet,
water and sewage. Bedrooms are leased individually with their own private
bedroom door locks! No more worrying about your roommates sticking
you with charges! The month!) rental Installment is 1350.00 including
furniture.
The office is open Monday through Friday from 8:30AM until 7:00PM,
Saturday from 10:00AM until 4:00PM, and Sunday from 12:00PM until
kOOPM. The office fin both communities i- located at 706 Napotean R<l.

CURRENT 4 Bedroom 2 Bath Apartment Layout

NEW 4 Bedroom 4 Bath Apartment Layout

t
8Mj^iffiiiiijHaB9<fafls]iLBKa)iyisyB^

MSSSBBBBB!
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WOMAN SUSPECT IN CASE INVOLVING MINORS
BEILFONTAINE, Ohio (AP) — A woman who worked
as a substitute house parent at a group home for
troubled teens has been accused of having sexual
relations with two teenage boys, one of whom lived
at the home, authorities said. Mary Brautigam was
arrested, charged and suspended from her job.

STME

Race for governor
heats up in Ohio
Rep. candidates
square off as primary
election approaches
By Joe Hallett and Mark Niquette
IHE COLUMBUS DISPATCH

The last lime Ohio had a
Republican governor's race
this good was 1986, and Paul E.
Pfeifer finished third.
But he's learned a thing or
two since then, and although it
might not be the most judicious
advice for an Ohio Supreme
Court justice to give, Pfeifer
said it's time for Secretary of
State |. Kenneth Blackwell and
Attorney General lim Petro to
come out swinging.
Politics ain't beanbag, and
Petro and Blackwell have only
nine days left to score points
with GOP voters. If the candidates' flaws are laid bare en
route to the May 2 primary,
well, that's OK, Pfeifer said,
because Democrats will expose
them eventually.
"Having it laid out in the
primary is not a bad thing,
because then the primary voters will be able to make a discerning judgment about who
has the most strength in the
fall," he said.
Ohio GOP Chairman Robert
T. Bennett knows there's wisdom in Pfeifer's words, but
hates to hear them.
"My hope is that we emerge
from this primary without too
much blood on the floor within
the family," Bennett said.
The best gubernatorial primary in at least 20 years is now
in die stretch run and Bennett

frets about a replay of the late
lames A. Rhodes' victor)' over
two state senators — Paul E.
Gillmor, now a congressman,
and Pfeifer; Rhodes went on to
lose to incumbent Democratic
Gov. Richard E Celeste.
But this time there is no
incumbent — GOP Gov. Bob
Tart can't run again — and
Democrats, too, will select a
nominee May 2. Unlike the
donnybrookbetween Blackwell
and Petro, the Democratic
race has a heavy favorite, U.S.
Rep. fed Strickland of Lisbon,
against former state Rep. Bryan
Flannery of Lakewood.
So far, die GOP race hasn't
been a tea part)'. Blackwell
came out of the gate after filing
candidacy petitionsin February
with an attack ad accusing
Petro of shaking down outside
lawyers hired by the attorney
general's office for campaign
contributions, blistering Petro
for "ethics worse dian Taft's."
Petro is airing a TV commercial portrays the proposed lax
and Expenditure limitation
constitutional amendment that
Blackwell champions as being
"dangerous". With the candidates spending a combined S3
million for airtime, the TV ad
war this week almost certainly
will get nastier, although both
campaigns declined to discuss
their strategies.
"I've got candidates fighting
as if they were Democrats,"
lamented Bennett, whose party's 12-year stretch controlling
state government is threatened
by scandals and possible voter
fatigue over one-party rule.

Benefits exist for high
gas prices, some say
John Gideon, who commutes
to work by bus or bicycle
and is president of the nonprofit Central Ohio Bicycle
Advocacy Coalition.
"It's killing us with global
By Oenise Trowtjridge and Paul Wilson
wanning air pollution and an
THE COLUMBUS DISPATCH
epidemic of inactivity."
Bottom line: America's depenHigh gasoline prices are awedence on the automobile is
some.
OK, you might not agree, inefficient and unsustainable,
but a surprising number of Gideon thinks.
Columbus residents do. At least,
"Every time the price goes up,
more people see
they see another
tiiat we need to do
side to the story.
things differently."
To them, higher
prices could bring
he said.
It takes a lot to get
investment in fuelpeople to change
efficient vehicles
and
alternative
their habits, though.
fuels,
increased
Weinland Park
interest in public
resident lames Bach
doesn't like reading
transit and carpooling, and a decreased
the paper or turning on the television
dependence
on
JOHN GIDEON,
and hearing people
oil from politically
PRESIDENT CENTRAL
"complain the govunstable regions.
OHIO BICYCLE
But in the days of ADVOCACY COALITION ernment isn't doing
high octane carpanything about gas
prices while they
ing about gasoline
drive 40 miles each way to work
prices, they aren't
saying this too loudly. Unleaded in vehicles that get 18 miles to
gasoline cost an average of the gallon."
Bach purchased a house with$2.85 a gallon in central Ohio
late last week, moving closer in a mile of his job so he can walk
to its all-time high of $3.08 last to work. He and his wife try to
use their car as little as possible.
September, AAA said.
"If everyone conserved,
"I don't like paying any more
than I have to, either, but too everyone would pay less" for
much cheap gas is not good for gas, said Upper Arlington resius," said Columbus resident dent Ken Ladell.

Andy Mormon AP Photo

AWAITING TRIAL: Attorneys John Thebes, left, and Alan Konop, right, discuss jury selections as the Rev. Gerald Robinson listens during the second
day of jury selection in his Robinson's trial last Tuesday. He is accused of killing a nun in a hospital chapel over Easter weekend 26 years ago.

Priest suspected of killing a nun
Prosecutors say letter opener could be match for 26-year-old murder
By John Seewet
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

TOLEDO—A letter opener with a
diamond-shaped blade found in
the room of priest accused of killing a nun in a hospital chapel was
an exact match with the wounds
found on the nun's chest, a prosecutor said I'riday.
And die lip fits exactly with
a small hole in the jaw of Sister
Margaret \nn Palil who was
strangled and stabbed a day
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Investigators who reopened the
murder case after two decades say
they found bloodstains On an altar
cloth dial matched those from die
sword-shaped letter opener. They
said die stains were created when
the letter opener was laid down on
the clotii that covered pan of die
nun's body.
Prosecutors sakl they will not
try to prove .i motive in die killing
during the trial. Defense attorney
Man Konop said inconsistencies

GJbrona
Extra

ENCRGV DRINK

Rising costs may fuel
search for new energy,
transportation sources

"It's killing us
with global
warming,
air pollution
and an
epidemic of
inactivity."

before Faster in 1980, Lucas
County Assistant Prosecutor IX'an
Mandros said in opening statements of the priest's trial.
"hits like a key in a lock," he
said.
The Rev. Gerald Robinson, SB,
is accused of strangling and stab
bing Pahl, 71, in die chapel at
die hospital where they worked
together. The pries) presided at
her funeral Mass four days after
her death.

CD Release Party

in statements made by witnesses
over die last two decades will leave
doubt in the minds of the jurors
about who commincd the crime.
"Pieces of the prosecutor's puzzle do not fit," he said.
Investigators within the last
two years tested a foreign substance found on die nun's under
garments and took samples from
underneath her fingernails, and
neither matched Robinson's
DNA. he said. Her body was
exhumed two years ago to gather
DNA samples.
One of prosecutors' biggest
concerns is whether the jury will
be able to look past the defendant's white priest collar.
limploveesatfheMercyHospital
in Toledo described Robinson to
police as a loner. Mandros said.
Robinson, the hospital chaplain, worked closely with the
nun, who was the caretaker of
the chapel.
A hospital worker will testify that
Sister Pahl was upset "to the point
of tears" over the way Robinson
conducted Good I'riday services,
Mandros said.
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IRAN REJECTS U.N. URANIUM DEADLINE
llil IRAN, Iran (AP) — Iran said yesterday its nuclear
program is irreversible, issuing yet another rejection
ofa U.N. Security Council deadline to cease enriching
uranium thai expires in five days. Earlier this month,
tehran announced lor the first time that it had
enriched uranium using 164 centrifuges.

WORLD

Mexico counts on U.S. immigration
Many moxicaiis say
traveling to U.S. to live,
work is'inevitable'

they talk knowing!} about |ob

By Mark Stevenson

lhc> can't imagine changing.

THE SSSOCIAUO PVESS

BO

counting on continued cash from

illegal Immigration, Inn most

a Mexican-bom US. population

Mexicans accept it asa tact of life

itprediclsuilliiselioin 11 million
in between 17.!i million and 20.4
million by 2030.
There have hern amnesties
and reforms before, and they
will continue to occur periodically." said lesus Cervantes,
director of statistics ten Mexicos
Central Hank.

Mexlcos economy sodetj and

\IOKI\IK (1 Mexico
11).\
name iheii banies lohiiny and

Leslie,

ing, and almost certainly grovi
In fact, ihe government is

markets in U.S towns,
America may want to stop

certain are the) that

their kids'tut i ne lies in ihe United

Slates, Returning migrants sprinkle English into their speech as

political s\sicni are luiill around
the assumption that migration
and amnesties lor undocumented migrants will continue — and
diat the S20 billion they send
home every year will keep com-

President Vicente Fox isoneol
many Mexican who consideni the
migrants "heroes." because they
send money to theit Impovec
ished home villages, and hi some
cases lisk death walking into
\merica in pitiless desert sun.
Many families give their babies
"American" name-., figuring it will
help them lit in when they make
the Inevitable trip north. In one
IMMIGRATION, PAGE 11

Richard yogel AP Photo
WINDOWS: Vietnamese villagers try to catch a glimpse of Microsoft
Chairman Bill Gates through a fence during a visit to Tarn Son commune.

Bill Gates could help
Vietnam technology
By Tini Tran
IHE ASSOCIAIEO PRESS

i IANOI, Vietnam — Thousands
of cheering Vietnamese students
welcomed Microsofl Chairman
Mill Gates cm SiitunJay widi a raucous adulation normally reserved

for rock stars.
IlieexcitemeiitthatgrulcdGates
during his first \isit to Vietnam
reflects the communist country's

eagerness to follow the route of
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"someone's' opportunity is not
determined so much by geography
bin by the educational investment
you make
"1 certainly encourage students
to use die Internet as much as
possible and learn about the
global economy. Most of die
cxxximinrly for Vietnam is in die
global economy." lie said during an
iHiur-long
talk
where
he
encouraged Vietnam's leaders to
c .insider not only manufacturing
but also software development

high-tech mcccas like India and
its belief that he can help pave the
and outsourcing.
way
His image projected
"I've been writing
on giant TV screens
tbrlBI (kites to come to
beside the podium,
Viotiianiloialongiimc,"
Gates
later
took
said If Than Ann. 21,a
questions from the
second-year computer
young audience of
engineering student
about 1,000 inside the
wt»> dutched a copy of
auditorium as well as
Saigon Entrepreneur
diousands of others
magazine tliat prowatching him on a big
filed dales on ils COUB
screen outside.
"Hopefufly this will
Vietnam is keen to
boost rr development
BILL GATES,
in Vietnam"
MICROSOFT CHAIRMAN jump-start its htyMBdl
sector, which got a
I luring a speech al
big boost earlier this
the close of his whirlwind, daylong tour, Gates said year when the world's largest
chipmaker Intel Corp. announced
the country has the potential to
become otic of the Asian inira- plans to build a S300 million
clc" etiinnmies by investing in ils assemblv plant in Ho Chi Minh
City.
young people.
At die start of the day. Gates told
The key element to allmving
IT to help the economy grow, and Prime Minister Plian Van Khai diat
become an export sector itself, be sees "opportunity in Vietnam
comes back to Investment In edu- for talented people to have jobs in
cation." he said. "Clearly I see diat die IT sector."
The two men niel a year ago
over the next decade Vietnam will
when Khai toured the software
join those miracles."
Karlier in the day. diousands of giant's headquarters near Seattle
students, some perched in trees during his landmark U.S. visit and
and others on balconies, lined extended an invitation for Gates to
up outside the auditorium at the visit Vietnam.
The country's fledgling hjfmli
I lanoi University of Technology
to catch a glimpse of Ciaies as iiduslry is working to raise its
he came to sjx'ak on the future profile even as Vietnam banles a
reputation as one of die region's
of technology.
Mis arrival sparked momen- worst violators of intellectual
tary pandemonium as Students property rights. Il is one of the
swarmed his entourage, pushing most prolific producers of pirated
software in Asia, and copies of
against security barricades.
After a standing ovation, < Sates Microsoft operating systems sell
told his audience that wirti a worid
connected through die Internet,
GATES, PAGE 11

"Clearly, I
see that
over the
next decade
Vietnam will
join those
miracles."
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Senior al-Qaida Bin Laden tape warns West
member killed
Osama says blockade
proves there is a 'zionist
crusader war on Islam'

Important terrorist
suspect dies in
shootout Saturday

By Salah Nasrawi
IHE ASS0CIAIE0 MESS

By Munir Ahmad
THt tSSOCIMIO PRESS

ISLAMABAD, Pakistan — The
identity of a terror suspect
killed in a shootout with security agents was confirmed
as a senior al-Qaida operative behind militant attacks
in Pakistan's tribal regions
and on U.S. troops in eastern Afghanistan, an official
said Saturday.
Magnus Johansson W*Photo
Marwan Hadid al-Suri, 38. VIOLENCE: Palestinian medics tend
died in a gunnattle Thursday to the body of an alleged militant.
after agents acting on a tip
wounded two, a security official
stopped him at a roadblock
at Khar, a town near the north- said on condition of anonymity
western tribal region of Bajur, because he wasn't authorized to
speak to journalists
near the Afghan border.
In Washington, the FBI
"He was in charge of alQaida operations against and CIA wouldn't comment
Pakistani forces in North and Saturday, referring questions to
South Waziristan. He was Pakistan's intelligence agencies.
Al-Suri, who was said to be
behind attacks against coalition
and Afghan forces in eastern an explosives expert, distribAfghanistan," Interior Minister uted money among lenorists
Aftab Khan Sherpao told The and their families, including
Associated Press in confirming a relative of Abu Musab alZarqawi, the leader of al-Qaida
the identity.
Intelligence officials said ear- in Iraq, the Pakistani security
lier that al-Suri was thought to official said.
It was not clear when and
be a close associate of Aynian
al-Zawaliri. the top deputy to where al-Suri operated the
network. According to inforOsama bin Laden.
Al-Suri was the second major mation found in the diary.
terrorism suspect reported al-Suri distributed amounts
killed in Pakistan this month. of up to S2.500 at a time, the
On April 12, Pakistani forces official said.
The computer also conkilled Mohsin Musa Matawalli
Atwah, 45, an Egyptian put tained information on how
on the l-'HI list for alleged to use explosives, but investiinvolvement in the 1998 bomb- gators found no indication of
ings of two U.S. embassies in the whereabouts of bin laden.
al-Zawahri or al-Zarqawi, die
East Africa.
Al-Suri's identity was con- official said.
Sherpao said al-Suri had
firmed by studying a laptop
computer, a diary and docu- been wanted by the United
ments found in his vehicle States, though his name does
after the shootout, which also not appear on the FBI's list of
killed one Pakistani officer and most-wanted terrorists.

Mexican migration
IMMIGRATION, FROM PAGE 10

central Mexican village, men
on a dusty side road knowingly
discuss which Long Island towns
are best for day-labor work.
Cervantes avoids using
the common metaphor of
migration as an escape valve
for Mexico's social tensions, but
says the country of 105 million
people would be in trouble if
II million migrants returned
en masse.
On the ground, the lure of
America is evident. Abelardo
Gonzalez, an elementary school
director in the southern state
of Oaxaca, said of his students:
"From the time they are little
kids, they have this idea of
going north."
So many people have left the
farming town of Atotonilco in
central Tlaxcala state, 480 miles
from the U.S. border, that a sort
of U.S. job placement network
has grown up. Migrants send
word home of a vacancy for a
gardener in Los Angeles,

a carpenter in Houston or a dishwasher in Raleigh, N.C.
"A lot of people who leave
already have jobs lined up."
said Daniel Escalona Garcia,
who sells building materials
— largely for homes being built
for absent migrants.
When those homes will be
inhabited is another question.
Many remain half-built, or are
finished but empty. It's common
to see a well-built, two-story
home being used to store hay.
Skilled constniction workers are
scarce because most are in the
United States.
"All of the good houses belong
to people who have emigrated," said lose Contreras, whose
five children live in the United
States. Some of his grandkids
were even given American
names before they left.
"They named one kid lohnny
instead of Juan," the 79-yearold farmer said widi a hint of
disgust. "They thought it was a
good idea."

another justification...
"Criticizing Israel sounds more
politically correct."
Al-Qaida is believed to have
no direct links to Hamas, which
is an outgrowth of the Muslim
Brotherhood, but they share
an anti-Israel ideology that
calls for die destruction of the
lewish state.
Recent media reports in the
Middle East have said al-Qaida
is building cells in Gaza, the West
Hank, I elianon and Sudan.
Israel has indicted two West
Bank militants lor al-Qaida membership and a Palestinian security official has acknowledged
al-Qaida is "organizing cells and
gathering supporters," although
Israeli officials say the inroads
appear preliminary.
A llamas spokesman said
die militant group's ideology is
vastly different from al-Qaida's
but noted that international
sanctions on the Palestinian government would naturally cause
anger among some Muslims.
"It's natural that this tension is

CAIRO. Egypt — Osama bin
laden issued ominous new
threats in an audiotape broadcast yesterday, saying the West
was at war with Islam and calling
on his followers to go to Sudan to
fight a proposed U.N. force.
In his first new message in
three months, bin laden said the
West's decision to cut off funds
to the Palestinians because their
Hamas leaders refuse to recognize Israel proved that the United
States and Europe were conducting "a Zionist crusader war
on Islam."
"The blockade which the West
is imposing on the government
of Hamas proves that then- is a
Zionist crusader war on Islam,"
said the speaker on the tape
broadcast by the Al-Iazcera
network.
"I say that this war is die joint going to create an Impression that
responsibility of the people and there is a Western-Israeli alliance
the governments. While the war working against tile Palestinians,"
continues, the people renew their Sami Abu Zuhri said, adding that
allegiance to their rulers and poli- Hamas is interested in having
ticians and continue to send their good relations with the West.
Bin Laden also addressed
sons to our countries to fight us."
The voice on the tape sounded the conflict in Sudan, where
strong and resembled that on he was based before being
previous recordings attributed expelled under threats from the
to bin Laden. There was no way United States. He then moved
to independently verto Afghanistan and
is believed to be hidify the authenticity of
"When
he
ing out in the nigged
the tape.
"We are aware of
mountains on the
attacks
Pakistani side of their
the tape and a techIsrael,
this
is
common border.
nical analysis of the
In Washington,
recording is being
something
conducted," a U.S.
U.S. intelligence offithe
Arab
cials said bin laden
intelligence official
told The Associated
world can is separated from his
Press on condition
deputy and, in
agree upon.' top
of anonymity.
a sign he has to be
Israeli government
careful about whom
RAANAN GISSIN,
spokesman Raanan ISRAELI SPOKESMAN he tmsis, surrounded by fellow Arabs.
Gissin said bin Laden
I lis No. 2. Aynian
had decided to attack
Israel to deflect growing Arab ani- al-Zawahri. is hiding in a more
settled area ailing the border, also
mosity toward al-Qaida.
"When he attacks Israel, this surrounded by al-Qaida operais something die Arab world can tives from Egypt, the officials
agree upon," Gissin said, "He has Bald on condition of anonymity
been criticized for the desmic- because they were not audiorized
tion and carnage he's causing the to release the Information.
A three-vear conflict between
Muslim nation. He's looking for

»P Photo

STILL OUT THERE! Saudi dissident Osama bin Laden issued a new audiotape
yesterday addressing the West's issues with the Palestinian government

Darfur's rebels and the Arabdominated central government has caused about 180.000
deaths — most from disease
and hunger — and displaced 2
million people.
The United Nations has
described the conflict as the
world's gravest humanitarian crisis. I lie United Slates has
described it as genocide.
Negotiators are trying to broker a peace deal between warring
factions by an April 30 deadline.
Members of the African Union
have agreed in principle to hand
over peacekeeping duties to
the United Nations beginning
Sept. 30.
"I call on mujahedeen and
their supporters, especially in
Sudan and die Arab peninsula,
to prepare for long war again the
crusader plunderers in Western
Sudan. Our goal is not defending
tile Khartoum government but
to defend Islam, its kind and iis
people,* bin laden purportedly
said.
"I urge holy warriors to be
acquainted with die land and the
trilies in Uarfur."

Al-Qaida hits targeted Western
forces in Africa before — Including its attacks against U.S. troops
trying to bring peace to Somalia
in 1993.
Al-lazeera apparently had the
tape long enough to make sig
nificant edits, widi its news reader
pmvidiiigsubstantial transition and
background comments between
excerpts from bin Laden.
It was the first purported new
message from bin laden since Ian.
19. In that audiotape, he warned
that his fighters were preparing
new attacks in the United States
but offered the American people a "long-term mice" without
specifying the conditions
That tape was posted in full
on a Web site a month later
and included a VOW by the terrorist chieftain nevei to be
captured alive.
In the message broadcast
yesterday, bin laden also called
for a global Muslim boycott ol
American goods similar to tin
recent boycott of Danish pnxlucts after the publication there ol
caricatures ol flic Muslim I'roplict
Muhammad.

Microsoft advances software in Vietnam

GATES, FROM PAGE 10

on the street for a couple dollars.
Microsoft
representatives
later signed an agreement with
the Ministry of Finance, making it the first government office
in VieUiam to install licensed
Microsoft software.

In the afternoon, Gates HUM
with members of the Vietnamese
high-tech community before
louring neighboring Bac Ninh
province to talk about how
information technology is being
applied in rural areas.

side of Hanoi, he launched the
"One Click Project" aimed at
providing low-cost computers
With stripped-down versions of
Microsoft programs and Internet
connections in a bid to make

In lam Son commune oul-

Microsoft is also working to

technology accessible,

put a community technolog\
center into each of Vietnam's 64
provinces, with training and tree
Internet use for one year.
Gates vowed thai he "will stay
involvedasltheyl consider how to
raise our investment to (he next

level"
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NOW HIRING ALL POSITIONS!
No experience necessary

Super Jeds I: 2531 S. Reynolds Rd.

Toledo, OH 43614
Super Jeds II: 35 E. Alexis Rd.

Toledo. OH 43612
Apply ai after Super Jefl's locations

5 m. - 3 P.M.
We are featuring a. variety of -Food cooked on
an outdoor grilli
burgers, brats, chicken, cajun dogs,
selection of seafood,
grilled beef loin medallions and more

Now Hiring for.

Assistant Manager
Head Lifeguard
• Must be at lea:
sold
•Work 30-40 hours per week
• PAV will bo determined on expsi

CaH Cincinnati Pool Management at 613-777-1444 ext. 4
lor an application or apply on-line at
www.cincinnatipoolmgmt.coni

Limited time only///
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Wednesday, Saturday
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rhursday-Sunday
MAC Championship at OxfonL

WOMEN'S GOLF

Friday-Sunday

MAC Championships ,ii IK i.
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Clutch hits
by Vallas lead
to two home
wins for BG
Heimrich breaks out
of hitting slump to go
8-13 over four games
By Colin WHson
REPORTER

Confidence usually helps bring
success in sporls. The BGSU
softhall team knows that and
bounced hack from two losses
to Central Michigan on Friday by
takinglwofrom Kaslern Michigan
over the weekend.
Lindsay Heimrich has struggled through injuries this season and came into Friday hitting
.180 for the season, that meant

nothing this weekend. She went
8-13 over the four games and
drove in the winning run for

the Falcons in yesterday's nineInning 3-2 victory,
"It's hard when you're in a
slump to get out of things but
when you keep that positive
attitude that's only going to
help you to get out of it." said
Heimrich.
Another clutch performer
from the weekend was Allison
Vallas. She came through with
the winning hit in Saturday's
2-1 thriller that look 1(1 innings
to settle. Yesterday was DO different as she came up in the
ninth inning with a runner on
and kept the inning going with
another hit. Her confidence in
clutch situations has shown.
"I live for those moments. I
think I have a different mentality," said Vallas. "I know
I'm going to get it done no
matter what '
The Falcons seemed lo he
closing in on u victory In the
seventh inning. With a runner
on second, Eastern Michigan

was down to their last out Kelly
Gulliver sent a shot down the
third base line that bounced

near the line and hit the bagand
shot into foul territory down the
right field line. The third-base
umpire called the ball fair to
the dismay of the Falcons. A
run scored and lied the game
at 2-2.
"It was disappointing. I knew
even if they tied il that we
were going lo win," Vallas said
"There was just that feeling the
whole game that they were not
going to win."
SOFTBALL, PAGE 13

Laying the foundation for fall
Offense squeaks out
win over defense in
annual Spring Game
By John Turner
REPORTER

BGSU football players took
the field for the first time this
year Saturday afternoon in
the annual Spring Game to
give fans a taste of what they
can expect to see come fall.
Iliis year's format pitted the
offense against the defense
using a unique scoring system

to nick the two sides,
In the end it would be the
offense that came out the
winners, scoring the final
11 points en route to a 44-33
victory.
"I really liked the effort on
both sides of the ball," said
BGSU coach Gregg Brandon.
"Next time we gei together is
August and we're going to pick
up right where we left off."
Over the off-season. BG
lost as many starting defensive and offensive players as
they retained. With the team
coming oft the most successful 5-year span In the history
of the program, fans question whether or not players
will he ready to fill vacancies
left In seniors.
"We lost some really good
senior leaders, so a lot of those
new guys are going to have lo
slep up and fill those roles,"
said senior defensive lineman
Brad Williams.
I he most notable vacancy
was not left by a senior, but
by junior Omar lacobs, who
chose lo forgo his senior sea
son to enter the NFL So for
good reason, all eyes were
on his successors, Anthony
Turner and Freddie Barnes.
Turner looked sharp in his
spring debut, completing It)
of 19 passes for 157 yards and
a touchdown. The touchdown was a 55-yard strike
to Cory Partridge, which put
the offense up lor good after
the game had been knotted
at 33-33. Next fall. Turner
will attempt to prove to fans
he can step into the shoes
ol two successful past BG

quarterbacks.
"They are humungous
shoes to fill," Turner said.
"Starting out with losh Harris
and then Omar, now it's like.
who's next? Basically I want to
show you guys what's going
SPRING.PAGE 13

Brandon Heiss BGNews
LAID OUT: Redshirt freshman cornerback Jerrett Sanderson makes the diving tackle on junior Dan Macon Saturday at Doyt Perry Stadium during
the Falcons' Spring Game that pitted the defensive unit against the offense. The offense pulled out a 44-33 victory.

Young players show
their stuff as only half
of BG's starters return
By Matl Deighton
REPORTER

Saturdays Spring Game at the
Doyt provided us with some
big plays, bigger licks, and a
good ol' hard-nosed preview of
some of this year's prospective
standouts of the 200b' Falcon
football squad.
For those of you who
rmbi.u ed this weekend's gorgeous weather and ventured
to the stadium for the annual
Spring dame between the
team's preliminary offense and
defense, you got to see the
framework for die upcoming
season in action for the first
time, and get an insightful taste
of what's to come when you
return for classes in the fall.
Absent from the game's handout rosters this year were familiar names thai have helped run
up the scoreboard the past few
years, but have since elapsed
their tenures at BGSU. Some of
these players have pioneered
the offensive reputation which

the program has constructed
since the turn of the century.
Bui as the program moves forward in 2006, there will be no
Omar lacobs, Charles Sharon,
or l?|. Pope to mow the chains

and "wow* us this year,
The key phrase here, "moving forward," is exactly what
the team intends to do. The
Falcons will return only half of
its starters from a year ago and
revamp a sub-par defense, but
nowhere al Falcons' camp so
far this spring have these things
l>ccn regarded as a dilemma.
The team certainly has lost its
fair share of impact players, but
by no means has this dulled
the team's spirit, or drawn some
attention away from its potential up-side. The Spring Game
certainly showed us dial.
In one of the most important
spring seasons in recent years,
some of the young and inexperienced Falcons began to lay
it all on the line on Saturday
and audition its potential, both
individually and as a unit, in
hopes of mising a few eye brows
and gaining some recognition

By Brooks Obermeyer
REPORTER

The BGSU tennis learn stopped
the bleeding. After losing five
consecutive
Mid-American
Conference matches, the
Falcons dominated shorthanded Northern Illinois 7-0
on Friday's Senior Night.
BG (14-9, 3-5) was led by
senior co-captains I leidi Romer
and Andrea Meister. Meister
defeated Nao Uenmemura 6-3,
6-1 at No 4 singles and Romer
blew past Megan Brooks 6-1,6-0
at No 3 singles.
With her 79th career victory,
Romer moved into a tie atop
BG's career singles win list.
Freshman Kelsey lakupcin
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Brandon Heiss BGNews
QUICK FEET: Sophomore quarterback Anthony Turner attempts to gain
some yards Saturday afternoon in the annual Spring Game.

Students compete at
Powerlifting Nationals

79th victory gives
Romer BG record
BG romps Huskies
as Romer ties BG's
career singles wins

r-Gfi

FOOTBALL, PAGE 13

TENNIS

also made history with her 23rd
victory of the year, lakupcin
defeated MUs Christy Nagcl
6-0, 6-2 at No. 5 singles. With
her win, lakupcin moved into a
tie widi her older sister Ashley
lakupcin at No 5 on the l-alcons
single season win list.
Ashley lakupcin and lenna
Nussbaum rounded out the
score with victories at No. 1 and
No. 2 singles.
The Huskies' only victory of
the day came at second doubles
when Dora Delgadilloand Brooks
outlasted Meister and Kelsey
lakupcin 8-7. At No. 1 doubles,
the Falcon duo of Romer and
Nussbaum defeated the I luskies'
Jenny Filner and Uenmemura 85. The 1 luskies had to forfeit the
deciding doubles point due to an
insufficient number of players.
Up next for BG is the MAC
(championship on Thursday.

••

Jeremy Hartman set
national record in
squats with victory
By Matt Riddle

lasonRentner BGNews
GAME, SET, MATCH, RECORD: Romer winds up in a match against
Northern Illinois Friday. BG is now 14-9 on the year.

REPORTER
The five BGSU students that
competed last weekend in the
USA Powerlifting Nationals represented die University well.
Joey Butcher, John Suschak,
Dustin Smith, Tom Szorady and
leremy Hartman all made an
impact last weekend.
loey Butcher, 20, who competed in the 132 weight class, had
an inspirational day. Butcher,
in his second meet ever, Finished in a tie for second place,
but ended up third because of
a bodyweight tiebreaker. Joey's
determination should make
him a contender next year
to make the U.S world team.
Joey's final numbers were: 358
lbs. squat. 275 lbs. bench and

■l.'.llhs.deadlill.

John Suschak, 18, who competed in the 198 weight class,
struggled on the bench press,
but finished well with the
other lifts, John's final numbers were: 484 lbs. squat and
534 lbs. deadlift.
Dustin Smith, 19, who competed in the 242 weight class
in his first national meet ever,
took 4th place overall. Dustin's
final numbers were: 639 lbs.
squat, 375 lbs. bench and 501
lbs. deadlift.
Tom Szorady, 21, who competed in the 242 weight class,
just missed a 5th place medal.
In Tom's third meet ever, he
showed the promise of a
national champ and has lot of
potential to do some damage in
the years to come. Tom's final
numbers were: 534 lbs. squat,
391 lbs. bench and 534 lbs.
LIFTING, PAGE 13
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Barnes, Turner to Worlds next for Hartman
battle for QB spot
LIFTING, FROM PAGE 12

SPRING. FROM PAGE 12
on and who's next"

Barnes completed II of 20
passes for 106 yards and a touchdown in his dehut. The red-shirt
freshman will be competing for
time under center with a slightly
more experienced Turner.
The departures of seniors
V.]. Pope and B.I. Lane has
left a crater sized gap in the
backfield, one which Brandon
hopes can be filled by sophomore Bobby Thomas and junior
Dan Macon. Thomas received
20 carries and rushed for 100
yards, while Macon ran for 95
yards on 14 attempts.
Cory Partridge was also impressive, picking up 106 yards and a
touchdown on seven catches as
he looks to replenish a depleted
wide receiving corp.
"Our backs ran hard and our
line blocked well and both our
QB did some good things so I'm
very encouraged by both sides of
the ball,'' said Brandon, "But the
effort and the enthusiasm of both
these teams is what really has got
me excited right now."
The defense provided fireworks
late in the game, including an
interception by Brady Minium,
a seventeen point half time
comeback and a few bone jarring hits. Hrique Dozier brought
fans to their feet as he laid out
an unsuspecting Marques Parks
while cutting across the middle
of the field.
It would have been better to
get the pick, but I'll settle for the
big hit," said Dozier.
The defense was awarded

points for turnovers, big plays and
defensive stops. John llaneline
and Chris Wright led the defense
with seven tackles apiece, while
Devon Parks contributed two
sacks. The defense yielded only
two touchdowns, but allowed
multiple 20-plus yard plays and
earned few three-and-outs in the
early going, leaving them with a
28-11 halftime deficit.
"Defensively we did a pretty
good job of keeping the offense
out of the end zone," Brandon
said. "We still gave up to many
big plays, and we needed to get
some more three-and-outs, so
we've got some things to work
on in thai regard."
Two different kickers, Paul
Helany and Matthew Norsic,
missed two different field
goals and an extra point in
the game. The Falcons were
plagued by poor special teams
play last year, most notably in
the kicking game.
Despite the evaluations on
individual performances being
made, players continue to focus
on (he progress of the team.
"We've still got a little more
work to do. but that's what camp
and two-a-days arc for," Turner
said. "We're a work in progress
because we're building from the
base up."
Macon agrees that this summer is about growing as a team,
but feels that the squad is well
on its wa\r.
"I feel so proud that we're
building as a team and we've
got a long way to go, One thing I
noticed is that everyone's ready
to take that on," he said.

Brandon is smiling
FOOTBALL. FROM PAGE 12
for roster spots.
Head Coach Gregg Brandon
appeared
pleased
and
impressed with the efforts on
both sides of the ball and has
been equally encouraged by
the progress made thus far this
spring, a spring he's said has
been "full go."
"I am very encouraged by
both sides of the ball," Brandon
said. "The effort and the enthusiasm of this team is something
Ithat is| really getting exciting."
The game featured a mix of
thrills and spills between the
offense and defense, which
allowed for a close-knit battle
to the final whistle with the
offense ultimately coming on
top with the win.
Some of the game's highlights
involved a 55-yard touchdown
pass from Anthony Turner to
Corey Partridge, several bursting runs by backs Dan Macon
and Bobby Thomas, and a
handful of crushing defensive hits on the Falcon offense,
including a breathtaking hit by
Erique Dozier.
Overall, thegame was encouraging and offered us with some
things to look forward to this
upcoming season. Though the
Falcons expect to be inexperienced in many areas on the
field and have many big shoes
to fill, the coaches believe that
this season will be the start to a
long-haul of success in the pro-

gram because of better recruiting, which has added future
leaders and long-term depth,
and off-season training.
In August, Brandon says that
the team expects to pick up
right where it left off, and continue to mold the team into its
opening day form.
As for now, here are a few
things to look for when you
head back to I he I lent this Fall:
•
Multi-Dimensional
Offense: The Falcons have new
faces on offense, which means
new playmakers. There are no
stars this season, and defenses will have to adjust to different players who may step up
and impact a game. Anthony
Turner and Corey Partridge
will have a big impact, and the
running game will have some
versatility in Macon. Thomas,
and Pete Winovich.
• Improvement
on the
Offensive Line: Foul starters are returning and the two
vacancies may be filled by
upperclassmen, which solidifies the line with experience
that can protect against the run
and the pass.
• More aggressive defense:
The defensive line is solid, and
the backfield has some playmakers, such as Deaudre Perry
and Antonio Smith, who were
both developing last season.
I he Spring Game showed us
defensive intensity and aggression, which should make the D
fun to watch this season.

1468 Brookwood
$1,050 * utilities
5/8/06-5/7/07

deadlift.
leremy Hartman, 23, who
competed in the 220 weight class,
took another first place finish
and became a five time National
Champion. This was Jeremy's
final collegiate meet; he will now
compete in the men's division.
To round out Jeremy's amazing
career as a collegiate powerlifter,
leremy wants to bring the world
title back home to Bowling
Green, leremy will represent the
United States against the world's
best powcrlifters at the World
Championships, Jeremy's final
numbers were: 710 lbs. squat,
winning a Collegiate National
Record, 490 lbs bench. 722 lbs.
deadlift and 1,923 lbs. total for a
Collegiate National Record.
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Baseball team goes
1-2 over weekend

i.-.n.-k*
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The 4x800 meter relay team
of Angela Raizis, Kim Seme,
Lyndi Springer and Bridget
Dalic placed first at the Kansas
Relays on I riday and Saturday
with a time of 9:3420.
Individually, Jamie Hoflow
placed second in the unseeded 1500-meter run withatime
of 4:40.03.
The 1x1600 meter team
of Jamie Roflow, Kim Settle,
Stephanie
Hillman
and
Andrea Pollack placed third
wid) a time of 21:04.58.

Lost/Found
LOST - Cell Phone
Samsung Slider
(419) 378-0533
LOST FLUTE! Last seen on Thurs
day. March 2 2006 (right helore
spring break!| at the SUNDIAL at
the table next to Shadows' It lound.
please contact Michael Lui at 419
490-6662 or lulh@bo.su edu Reward Provided' (Sentimental Value')

ACO ROOFING 8 SIDING
NEW ROOFS'ADDITIONSSIDING
FREE Storage Shed w NEW ROOF
Licensed'lnsured (419)870 6154
Personals

SeanPierson BGNttre
HOLD 'EM: Junior outfielder
Emmy Ramsey throws the ball
in earlier this season. 8G went
2-2 over the weekend.
eight games remaining. The
Mid- American Conference
[burnamenl awaits [hem and
they have played well in the
conference with a record of
11-5.
"We mainly are going to try
and aim for that number one
spot," Vrabel said. "We want
to finish strong and head into
the MAC tournament strong."

S
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Tuesday- April 25th
Friday- April 28th
Sunday- April 30th
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Services Offered

Free Movie:
Fun with Dick ^
ind Jane

206 Bowen - Thompson
Student Union Theatre
9:30PM

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
AIIYou-Can-Eat Soup Salad and
Breadsticks $5 25 M F 11-2
352 9638

Wanted
Summer Subleaser
May 10-Aug 8. 1 BR Apt. Furn.,
S350'mo . (858) 405-9038
WANTED - 1 Graduation Ticket tor
4:30pm Ceremony
Call (937) 524-9252
Wanted-Graduation Tickets lor
4 30pm Ceremony. Price Negotiable
Call Jessica (330) 360-3252

Management Inc.
Now Renting for
2006/2007
Coll 353.5800
Visit Online
www.meccabg.corr

Management Inc.
HHJfdak Apts.
ins: Fairview toe
1 & 2 hdrms /.' hdrm Twnh
Dishwasher/Garbage Dispi ".i I
Air Condition/Waisher/Dryers in
2/3 bdrm./Internet spec ial
Carports/BOSD Bus Shuttle

Management Inc.
HdnaHc
7KIN. Enterprise
I & 2 bdrm apt.
Dishwasher/GarbaficDisposal
A.C./washer. Dryer in 2 hdrms.
Tree Internet/Walk In Campus

Presented by UAO
http://www.bgsu.edu/offices/uao or call (419) 372-2486

Management Inc.
403405 S. Church

No Worries. No Hassle.
Winthrop t Summit Terrace

Property A

Property B

High Speed Internet

Included Rent

Not Included Rent

Not Included Rent

Heat

Included Rent

Not Included Rent

Not Included Rent

Hot Water

Included Rent

Not Included Rent

Not Included Rent

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

AppFee

No

Yes

Yes

Extra Storage

Yes

No

No

Private Shuttle
Pools

Flexible Lease
Security Deposit

Yes

No

No

$200 (min)

1 Month

1 Month

2 bdrm Apl/2 bdrmTwnh
I bath/close io downtown

Management Inc.
215 E. Poc
Eff. I bdrm / 2 bdrms
Starting at S255/rno
Laundry on site
15 minute walk to campus
BGSH Bus Route

Management Inc.
Trey Aubrey
X42/846/850 Seventh St.
Two story duplexes
.1 bdrm/ 2 baths/ dishwasher/
garbage disposal Air condition/
Laundry on site

Winthrop a Summit Terrace urn
HOURS:
M-F 9am - 5pm
Sat.9am-lpm

445E.Woostei St.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
419-352-0717

Winthrop & Summit Terrace Apts • Office: 400 E. Napoleon Rd
M - F 9:00 - 5:00 & Sat 10:00 - 2:00 Sunday Hours: 12-3
.419.352.9135
GMENSUAR. INC.

'

Th.- mi V'

Photo Provided
POWER-PACKED: (from left to right) Oustin Smith, John Suschak.
Jeremy Hartman, Tom Szorady and Joey Butcher.

Liz Vrabel pitched a stellar game and her defense
stepped up when she needed them. Second basemen
Megan McPherson made a
tremendous diving catch to
end the seventh and shortstop Dawnjene Dc long made
another in the eighth inning
to help pick up Vrabel after the
controversial play. Her weekend totals were staggering.
"Our defense is amazing.
When it gets to the ninth and
tenth inning my arm starts
tiring out so it lets me relax
knowing they're out there
and will make those plays."
said Vrabel.
Friday's losses to Central
Michigan were by scores of
3-2 and 10-4 respectively. The
losses put the Falcons in second place lor the time being
"This weekend was tiring. Friday we were pretty
bummed but we came back
die next day knowing we had
two more games of equal
importance,'' Vrabel said.
BG is heading into the final
Stretch of the season with just

Relay team leads
BG track in Kansas

.
i
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'The Falcons fell victim
to the Akron Zips twice tliis
weekend, losing 7-4 on l-'riday
and 4-2 on Sunday. BG's win
came on Saturday when the
team pounded the Zips 9-1.
The lalcons dropped to 2117 overall and 9-fi in the MidAmerican Conference.
Up next for BC is a roadtrip
to South Bend on Wednesday
to play nationally-ranked
Notre Dame.

Burrwood subdivision
• 4 Bedroom House
• 2 Car garage w/automatic opener
■ Microwaves, garbage disposals, dishwashers
• Washer & dryer in every home
• Walk-in closets, ample storage
• 2 blocks from campus w/shuttle service

372-6977

Falcons drop two to
Central Michigan

BG SPORTS
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Classified Ads

www.winlhroplerrace.com • email us winlhrop@getdenich.com

Stop by the Office
, at 1045 N.Main St
or check website
www.meccaba.com
complete listing
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For Rent

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

The Daily Crossword Fix

Watermill

brought to you by
Attention Cleveland Students!
Do You Want The Best Summer
Job?
Work al Tower City Amphitheater
Tower Crty Amphitheater and Nautica Pavilion are now accepting applications tor numerous seasonal, parttime positions. Visit
www.towercitvamohitheater.com or
call 440-247-2722
tor more information.
HELP WANTED' NOW AND DURING SUMMER VACATION
Our company is seeking employees
to preform unskilled light production
work We offer flexible hours- will
work around your schedule- available shifts: 7 30am- 8 30am: 8:30am11 30am; 12.00 noon- 230 pm; 2 30
pm 5:00pm; 5:30pm- 8:30pm. Many
BGSU students work here. Easy
walk from campus Pay is $6.00 per
hour providing you work a minimum
of 15 hours per week. Work a minimum of 15 hours per week or over
40 hours with overtime. Pick- up an
application at out office. Advanced
Specialty Products. Inc.. 428 Clough
St.. Bowling Green. OH 43402..
Part-lime Bartenders' Wait Staff
Apply at La Roe's in Grand Rapids
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEY! Maine camp needs fun
loving counselors lo teach all activities. Great summer! Call 888-844-

8080. apply: campcedar.cQm
Summer 2006 income opportunity.
Aqua Pro student franchises. A residential power washing business. Net
$1200 per wk. Be your own boss &
profit 866-275-2782.
Summer Childcare needed m our
BG Home beg June 8 Prev. exp.
w/children & transp. req Call
Heather (419) 206-1327
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
College Pro is now hiring painters fo
work outdoors wilh other students
Earn $3000 - $5000. Advancement
opportunilies. 1-888-277-9787.
www.collegepro.com
Summer Work
$15.25 Base-Appt
FT/PT with flex, sched., customer
sales'svc. No soliciting or canvassing, all ages 17 and Older, sholarships awarded, conditions exist
Apply no. start after finals
419-861-3855 or
Online www.workforsludents

CQIP

'BARTENDING' up lo $300/day No
exp. necessary Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174

1. 2 8 3 BR Apartments by
Water Tower on Manville

Cleaning & misc. help needed
slarting 5/06 lor 2 weeks'
(419)353-0325

418 S. Summit Street
2 bedrooms Great Location
one comes w garage
washer & dryer/dishwasher
Highland Management

Fun Summer Jobs located on
Lake Erie's Shore!!! Artists & Art
Enthusiasts Apply!!! Housing
Available!!! Call (574) 532-9437
Visit www kamansart.com
INDIVIDUALS NEEDED FOR RESEARCH STUDIES The Pfizer Research Clinic in Ann Arbor is seeking healthy men and women, ages
18 to 55. lor participation in upcoming drug research studies Study
participation requires a stay ot 10 to
20 days in the Research Clinic. Individuals will be paid tor participating
in study activity Payment lor study
participation ranges Irom $1800$2500 You must not take daily
prescription medications or have
any chronic Illness. You must be
a non-smoker or light smoker to
be eligible. A pre-screening process is required. For more mforma
lion, call the Research Recruiters at
1-800-567-8804
Pfizer Research
Clinic. 2800 Plymouth Rd.. Ann Arbor. Ml 48105

'91 Blue Corvette Coupe. Auto. All
Pwr. Blk Leather. 77.000 miles.
Stored Winter. $7,900 OBO
(419)308-0079
Need an extra $36,000 00 a year'
Vending Business lor sale
Sell $5000 800-568-7346
or vendingfriends.com

For Rent
3 BR House across Irom Campus
A'C. DW. WD. Garb. Disp . Av. 5'15
1 yr lease. $1000/m..(419) 787-

ZSZZ
3BR Hse . 1-1/2 Blocks Irom S Central Campus. Nice nbhooO. Ig.
ktchn . LR. utility. $870. 352-7090
4 Summer Subleasers Needed-4BR.

4 t« BA, Fully Furnished. Copper
Beech. (440)823 9108
832 3rd St. Close lo BGSU Newly
painted. 3 BR. I bath, privacy
fenced in back yard. $870'mo. ♦ dep
You pay util. Call Phil 419-392-2812.

Quiet, Park-Like Setting

709 5th Street
APARTMENTS

Don't know where you're livincj next year?

For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638
or Steve at
v

(419)352-1150

no pels, oil street parking. $450'mo.
Available now. 419-654-5716

3 Bedroom House at
718 3rd Street
Call 308 2457
Liberty Street
1 bedroom apartments.
Ouiet area New kitchen Bath
Highland Management

Male has lurnished room to rent wilh
freedom of house to clean, neat &
honest student $200 deposit. $250
rent. No other bills. (419) 354-6117
Needed Female Summer Roommate. LJ Apts.. Imm Occup.. Rent
$212/m • util. $100 Sec Dep. Req
Call Laura (440) 785-4520
NOW LEASING 06-07
800 3rd St
1 S 2 Bedroom Apartments
Parking and Laundry Facilities
Gas. Water » Sewer paid
616 2nd St
3 Bedroom House

**^-

43
44
45
48
49
50
53
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

Call now and ask aboul our specials
1 and 2 bedroom apts. available in
serene park-like selling. Includes
dishwasher, heat, water and trash.
Bowling Green Village 352-6335.
Copper Beech
Sublease 1 bdrm. no sec dep.
internet, cable, appliances kid,
$575>month avail. May-Aug.
440-749-1165
Female Summer Subleaser Needed
Copper Beech Townhomes
$300 mo • Electric. I-Net • Cable
Included in Rent. Call Kelly lor Details (614) 216-7087

Rentals

,

Dm-in .in In.TCJwin Product line Our Gfovrinj Company
Seed* Men and Women to hill Immediate Opvnmp in:
Set up and INspatV. I iiMonu-r Servue. Sale*.and Manip.meni

I

107 CI.v St.
$520/530 Gas Fee

45 Tyrannical leader
46 Kudos
47 Series ot ranked
stages
48 Vertical post
50 Choreographer Abdu
51 Cruise ship
52 Beginning
53 Just
54 "Hud" star Patricia
55 Leaders of flocks
56 Leave out
57 Insect pest
58 To the rear
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37 1954 Oscar winner
41 Organic compound
42 Expression of derision
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Ql/6 ca/te about Me uatyi you d^hk!
2 CONVENIENT BG LOCATIONS
989 S. Main St. fNexl lo Pagliai s)
1058 N. Morn St. fin Fionl ol Goodwill)

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

"tiaiisfis Avail 06 07 Next to BGSU
5-6 bdrm 321 E. Merry «C
3 bdrm 315 & 309 12 E. Merry
2bdrm 211 E Reed down
Ajjls,1 & 2 bdrm 316 & 311 E Merry
* More see Cartyrentals.com or
call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm. Also
Summer &ist session leases avail.

Female Subleaser needed for summer of 06 at College Park Communi-

Retired teacher and professor will
share house with graduate student
or other professor. 5 bdrm, 2 wood
burning fireplaces, wooded lot.
S255 mo. includes all utilities. Call
after 7 and leave message.
(419)352 5523

Buckeye Studios
Student housing available for 2006
Monthly/semester & yr long leases.
Fully lurnished. includes all utilities
& 25" TV Call 419-352-1520
www.buckeveinnandsludios com
Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting, LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave.
Office Open 10-2M- F
nmenls.com

Seeking 1 additional female roommate. 3 bdrm. 1.5 bath, house on S.
Summit, from 8 15,06-8/15/07. Rent

Jay-Mar
2 bedroom apartments
Great location w/ university shuttle
pick-up. Central air/dishwasher
Laundry on site.
Highland Management

419-354-6036

From Only $480!

Winthrop Terrace Apartments.
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments.
419-352-9135.

GREATJOB

BUILD YOUR

On selected floor plans
• Ground floor ranch

OPPORTUNITIES! |

• Spacious kitchen

FUTURE!
(£ £ C C C^ C C

-FREE HEAT

I wSw J)U)$u)
I lave your loans paid
off by graduation
without the stress of
having to find a job!
Start now and see
how rewarding your
future can be.

wwan KMMM
AMITHINT1

i

H ....■■•.-

N

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
Hi 351 5620

419-353-7715 t=J

FUN, EXCITING AND
EXHILARATING NOW
QUALIFIES AS A
JOB DESCRIPTION
BrighT Ongoing"1 Encrgctii'' Perftfci
Wot* jboui uMni! >iKir ulcnUluhelp
sprcid (he uord about Rrd Bull?
We're looking for penonablc and

Management Inc.
wvyw.meccabq.com

Route Delivery S Packaging
Positions Available

liifl.K miHivatcJ people to)oin ihe
Red Bull Mobile BM|) h«M
Your pjn-iimc |ob will be to hit the
\lrocl*delivering energy whercv.-r n\
ivcdcd. At wort;, a! school, at the gym.
un (he rood, you'll go any when: and

Part-Time, Year Round
Full Time in the summer

might be ilrrd and in need of cnefyy.
A couple ot rules You thoold he at

Lock in your summer job now! ■

good attitude. High energy ISA
GIVEN... we'll supply the wiimgv!

Red Bull

419.353 5800
info@meccabg.com

ENERGY DRINK

»»"«B«S"««

BUCKEYE

WC&U^&Zum**

SELF - STORAGE [n'ti-'.M^f"."ii.i.:E5sgs
2 New Buildings '
qo6 INTKRSTATF DRrVK
•Near Campus
•Low Rates
•Open 24 Hours
•Summer Leases
•Clean
•Many Sizes
Don't Make Extra Work
Leave Your "Things"!

Summer
Storage!

If ihi" wunds like fun. you c i downkind an application at
www.recniil irdbullmeicotr

»•'

I CALL 1-866-572-4964

and be able lo work lleAible hourv,

J

succiss

1-800-899-8070

lent 18. have a (.MUX! dnving record
including weekends and evening*
Hut most importantly, you should have

We Help.

www.homecitvice.com

every where in seanh of people who

KEEP WATCHING FOR SPECIALS

Stop by office for listing!

The Homestead
1 & 2 bedroom loft apartments.
Newly remodeled.
Close to downtown. Laundry on site.
with extra 6torage
Highland Management

419-354-6036

$7.00- $12.00+ Per Haur

rentarVca

NOW RENTING FOR 2006-2007

or June-Ju'y. $300/mo * util. Manville Ave Call 740-407-5085.

419-354-6036

1 SlSopcmOn
l__J south M*r>

419-776-4012 ur 800-809-9006

• www.meccabg.com

Subleaser needed either May-July

The Highlands
1 bedroom apartments.
Newly Remodeled. Ouiet Area
Laundry on site.
Highland Management.

Two Bedroom House
Close lo Campus
(419)376-3399

128 W. Woostcr St.'-D
S400 plui Electric

LOG ON TODAY TO:
• View our 2006/2007 availability
• View pictures, map or locations,
paperwork and other info to make
your search easier.

HOUSE: 4 bedrm , $900 + utilities
Pets neg. Available 6/1/06.
802 Napoleon Rd. 419-352-5026.

is S350/month + utilities Call Kristi
for details at 419-494-6911

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartmenti

619 Wallace St. Rear
S360 pay Gas only

M004I2S7/WMB U Sun • (jll Immediately for Interview

ty Enclave. Rent normally 326 now
only 250 plus utilities. For further detalls call Morgan 419-512-4853

Large 3 bedroom C/A 125 Crim.
12 mo. lease, available in August.
SlOOO/mo. ♦ util. (734)-789-8477.

• Patio

Hiring for AH I'ciMMment. Immciluldv ' No PieviuvB ElfMItCUCfOf Degree
Ret|uiu-d * hullCompU) TW
Ig ' ImmeduleEirBfeMJI-m.l BMIUMI '

1045 N. Main Suite 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

39 Bern's river
40 Animals of a region

V

• Pets welcome!

Company Expansion in Progress

Assistants
Weekday abbr.
Canine rest stop?
Catch some rays
Operated
Middle Eastern grp.
Willie Nelson classic
Close in poetry
Surrounded by
Sisters
Snow unit
en scene
Toward shelter
President before Polk
Hip ending?
Lemony

'i

One Bedroom/ May Rentals

Summer Work Available
0 •»

■

■■ ■

36 Drill

• Private entrance

Permanent Full Tim.- fashions as Well.

■

■
i
■■

DOWN
1 Edible tubers
2 Sports place
3 Part of a vise
4 Fuss
5 Eye membrane
6 Prefertilization seeds
7 Mauntania neighbor
8 Cassmi of fashion
9 Knitted shoe
10 Ewe's offspring
11 On the briny
12 Declare untrue
13 Last letter of words?
21 Of sheep
22 More fit
26 Actress Arfene
27 Ten-percent donation
28 Mine find
29 Lumber
30 Sea eagle
31 Snares
32 Verse
33 Part of A.D.
34 Collar choice
36 Sailor's jail
38 High-pitched hum

Close to campus. $490 mo plus all
util. Small pets OK w/dep. Available
immed., May or Aug. 419-409-1110.

108 OrdwM

lnUiii*hip» AnflaM*' 0*CT$6,570 in ScJwfeMlMpsAwudcd '
Valuable Wink I »i,«-ri<*iu.*• Exolkni locoiM ■ Enjoyable\vbrk UrawptM
HcxibicStht'duics * Improve YourPraptc Still' IncKMeftw Resume Value
Flexible Stan Dates

U

ACROSS
1 Diplomat's asset
5 Lake in northern Italy
9 Skater's edge
14 Woody Guthrie's boy
15 D.C. office of note
16 Desert refuges
17 Enjoy a book
18 Reign
19 Portents
20 Day/MacRae musical
23 Blackjack
24 Two-finger sign
25 DDE's opponent
26 Heart rhythm
29 Harmless cyst
32 Song of exultation
35 Anger

(419) 354-9740

5325 Electric H.at
fjjt

ACROSS

133-1/2 N Church St.
2 Bedroom Upper Duplex
Downtown, Newly Remodeled

Itf N. Main St. #8
Must be ISorOidn

i

i

■

ii

■

.

■■

i

3 bdrm. t bath, close to campus,
pets ok $800-mo utilities
419-352-6948

S370 Electric Heat

Attention Students

1-

$700'mo • utilities 419-353-3855.

IWtakV

419-352-7691

■

J:

2 bedroom house. 131 Crim.
W/D. Non-smoking, quiet area.

(* itta wuiity MUM to iNfn)

If

■

Brand new apt in walking distance
from campus. 1 bdrm. Ig living room,

NEWIPVE
IWraomuyioiSpdraiimcrmavaildbfe
frmumbm
6-9-IZHonth
SM-lS
taftMiaNr

■

Apartments S Houses
May & August
www.fiterenfals.com
419-353-8206 for appointment

i i «."«
2Bdrm.,2FullBath,C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
SSOO/monlh Full Year Lease

i

■

419-354-6036

419-354-6036

For Sale

\ •

352-5239

r XpfPSS

Call Today to
Reserve unit:

352-1520

lAil I5'><'iiriic'ri)fl---3and HI UJ4

SEC STADIUM SEATING

Parly room ..... il.hl. for l>lrtl..l..<
11.1M 1. . ur sin..11 ,.. . ...p .

f'aliri.riiirormatlun

2 Day Advance Ticket Sales
Advance Tickets for Mission Impossible
3 are Now Available
* SILENT HILL(R)
1 50 4.30 7 20 10.00
INSIDE MAN i«i
330 930
FAILURE 10 EAUNCHlrC-lliUOJ 15 7O09«
THE SENTINEL (P0-1J) I 454115 7 009:30
THE WILDlGl
I 00 3 00 5:00 7 00 9 00
SCARY MOVIE 4 (PC-U) 1 15 1:45 3:15 3:50
5 155557 1580J9 15 10O0
THE BENCHWARMERSIPG-U)
1103:20
5:30 7 409.50
IUCKV NUMBER SlEVINlRI 1 50 4:45 7:20 9 55
TAKE THE LEAD (PC-Ill 130415700940
ICE AGE: THE MELTDOWN |PG)
100130
3 05 3 35 5 10 5 40 7 15 7:45 9 20 9:50
LARRY THE CABLE GUY: HEALTH
INSPECTOR (PS-1I)
120710

■ if/ir/ff/a O
HOMHY-THl'RSnAYAUSEAIS.AIJ.SHUWS II.50
FTOA1 SIMMY Ml SMrs.AU.SHCHy8U.30

GLORY ROAD |PC)
4 00 7 00 9:15
THE HILLS HAVE EYES (HI
4007109.30
EIGHT BELOW IPG 1
4 00 7:00 9:20
FINAL DESTINATION 3|B|
5207.209:20
THE PINK PANTHER |P0)
5:10 7:10*10
WHEN A STRANGER CALLS IPG-11)
5:30
730930

